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Preface ,

One of the assumptions that gox ern much' of our thinking about
college and unk crsity presidents is that they pro\ ide educational
leadership fur the academic community rind fur society at large.
\Viten we are pressed for examples of such leadership our thoughts
turn tb- the giants of the first half of this centuryFrank Porter
Graham, Nicholas Murray Butler, Fran_,Ay delotte and the like, the
list of whom is long. Hun e\ er, n hen wre turn to the contemporary"
seerfe the list becomes less clear. /

This simple exercise may re cal one of the paradoxes of our time
that w hile our academic institutions need educational leadership
perhaps more than at any time itithis century , the task of providing
it has become f'ar more complex. The reason surely is not because
men and women capable of prmiding it,do not exist. Rather, the situ-
ation may reflect the tensions and strailis which colleges and unier-
sides share with other contemporary social institutionsfinancial
stringency, politicization of constituencies, loss of a sense of mission,
diminution of public support. The president, caught up by the de-
mands of crisis Management, may simply he unable to devote
thought and 'energy to educational leadership. Yet there are some
who maintain that not only is leadership possible, it is actually avail-
able if one know s'-what to look for. Changes in the degree of institu-
tional complexity and in structure and" organization' have created a
new style dl educational leadership, less obvious and perhaps scarce-
ly recognizable by reference'to the imagery of t e towering presi-
dential leader of an earlier era, but leadership nevertheless.

Believing that educational leadership is still the principal responsf-
bility of the -colljge and university president, AAC designed andsl
conducted a series of three seminars for presidents on their role
educational leaders. These seminars were intended to examine new
ways in which such leadership could be exercised on the educational
front and, second, to provoke discussion on substantive educational
issues by introducing new perspectives on the curriculum and our
society. We believe that they were generally successful in achieving
those objecti<s.

The papers-reproduced here wire delivered at vne or mare of the
.renlinars. Regrettably , a few presentations could not be included in
this collection tor a variety of reasons.

The seminars and this publication were underwritten by the An-
drew W. Mellon Foundation, and we are indeed grateful fol- the

=foundation's generous support. We are indebted also to the contribu-
tors who so generously shared their experience with the particip-
pants: Peter H. Armacbst, Lester and Courtney Carr, John R. Cole-
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*man, W. Patrick Dolan,iMervin B. Freedman, Buell G. Gallagher,
John D. Maguire, Lew is J. Perelman and Joseph J. Schwab. Appre-
ciation is due also to Kathleen McGurl and Samuel H. Magill of the
AAC staff who planned and administered the seminars. . ,

Frederic W. Ness
President
Association of American Colleges
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THE PRESIDENT AS
EDUCATIONAL LEADER

John David Maguire

I begin w ith,three texts.'"The first 'om a useful volumeon the
college presidency by Michael Cohen sand James March, entitled .
Leadeiship and Ambiguity: The American College President
(ihichrj presuppose in this presenfation and urge you to read if you
haven t), th6 second is fro,m.James Perkins' 1967 study of New: York .

State's college and university presidents, and the third from,that pe-
rennial, Alfred North Whitehead. Cohen and March write:..4 4

Although presidents are educators by expe.rience a0 by identification,
they are not educators by behavior. They notice the anomaly. One of
the most reliable epiriplaints of an American college president is the de-
gree to which he is r.emovect from (-ducat/wad matters. He is committed-
to success in his jeb and yet he does not consider academic .policy
achievernights as a major factor in the evaluation of his success. He'does
not feel he has any serious leverage. As for ducational leadership he is
a nostalgic fealist.l. rt

Perkins and his collaborators write:
Most incumbents testify tfiat they find it difficult, if tot impossible, to
direct their efforts towards being most influential in the area where they
perce,is e their greatest responsibilityproviding educational Rurpose
and dirt ttion fiat. tht ir institutions. Although they work a long rid tiring
week, they are forced to divide their time to attend to a multiplicity of
functions and,-as a consequence, they'rind their success diminished by
relatively inconsequential pro Ilefns. (Perkins 00., 1967, stress in. origi-
nal) 2

Whitehead declared:,

The tragedy of the world is that those who are imaginative have but
slight experience, and those who are experienced have feeble imagina-
tions. Fools act on imagination without knowledge, pedants act bn

*knowledge without imagination. The task of a university is to weld to-
gether imagination and experience. »

Nostalgic realists, trivia -beset techhicians, prosaic pedants with
anfeebled imagination. sobering characttrizations of presidents in

educational and curricular domain,- esbecially wheh contrasted
to the theme of these seminars. The President as Creative Leader.

I take it as a given that many of us were drawn to,the presidency
by the prospect of implementing' an educational or curricular vision.
Now in the presidency, however, we filid that dime,nsion, of our ac-'
tivity increasingly slighted and pushOd down the list of things we do.
The institutional context in which we work often prevents our exer-
cising educational leadership even when we've managed to keep that

1©



commitpent.high on our priority list. Nostalgic 'realists, most of us
are trapped in a position of limited, if.nOt dvv indlifigexpectations
about ou"( dacatama/ leadership.. And yiit we yearn to find a way to
realize the dreams thal drew.us to the presitiency initially.

What really accounts for this situation?
What might produce a .change in perception, perspective, per-

formance in this fundamental area?
Are there practical steps that alight contritalte to our hecoming

more effective educational leaders?
Are, there some underitirding philosophical considerations than

should find their way into our perspectives?
These are the four issues I want to explore w ith .you. March and

('hen provide the mood for the exploration:
The wIlegJ president is human. his capabilities are limited, and his re-
sponsibility is limited by his capabilities. We believe there are modest
gains to be made b.', making some changes in the perception of his role.
W beliee presidents can he more effective and more relaxed. We do
not belie% e in magic.'

I. Enfeebled Educational Leaderiship: Why?
A pica: by piece inventory of the elements that compose and con-

tribute to our dilemma could consume our entire time. Instead of
cataloguing complications, or sharing instantly recognized anec-

'dotes, let us seek some fundamental causes behind the president's
difficulty in functioning as an educational leader. I shall note five.

The first is the disequilibrium of our institutions occasioned pri-
marily by the confusion,over,or absence of, shared goals. This pro-
duces a situation that could be characterized as mismatched expec-
b,itiott.s, s, here participants do not receive, nor are their actions re-,
ceived, as what is desired or accepted.

The differences'between students and faculty ielarding the pur-
poses and processes of education have been widened in most places
to an alarming degree. Students seek job payoff, personal direction,
a glol2al (in contrast to a narrow, specialist) approach to fields, teach-
er availability, and a disposition for each course to reach out and
connect with all others. Where the values of research and publica-
tion as primary means for professional advancement continue to
dominate, the expectations'of faculty are point-for-poipt the obverse
of their students'. In such a setting there is a profound disagreement
at fundamental levels between key constituencies within the college.
Students _seek one set of things, faculty another.'Where does the
president stand on the issues? If he has a position, does it matter?

A modicum of reconciliation must he achievsed even if by moving
institutionally to a distinctly different, third position. How can this

2
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be dop4 --.:
Th'e nature of educational policy itself and the means by which it\

s established and implemented is another factor in this problematic' . situation. For Mucationkl policy:
. .

. . is 'the accretion of hundreds of largely autonomous action; taken for
different reasons, at different times, under different conditions, peri-

pdicall; codified into %%hat is presented as an educational program bl
the college catalog hr a student or faculty handbook.3

Sot only is there usually conflict between expectations resulting
in the absence of shared goals, but zi profound fragmentation of pol-
icy not to mention a fragmentation tin curriculumand a fitfulness
in the change process- itself.

A third element, in addition to mismatched expectations and frag-
mentation is the profound ambiNalenc'e about authority. Talcott
Parsons and others hale noted that until very recently academic
Professions halve. been essentially deViant. In a mercantile society
like America, most men and 1% omen had to defy parerttare-x-pala-
tions to enter the acatlemieprofession. They X% ere to halve been doe-.

v- \ tor, lawyer, bsines.sman, housewife. The choice of profession'itself
was in some nasure an act of rebellion, and many still have arrest-
ed attitudes, deep .,12biNalences, toward authority. Indeed, ambiva-
lence abt;ut authority- and antipathy to it is probably especially actiNe. .
in institutions .of learning.

..g Within the last decade, now that antipathy to authority has be-
come much more' 1% idesPread throughout society, presidents them-.
selves havW been bet by it. Even if we were clear about it and

`ourselN es earlier,. malty are now unsure whether to be primarily ini-
tiators, aggressil e pushers and thrusters, or reactive, facilitative
mediators. The point is tint ambiNalence about authority seriously
complicates

f
complicates the college context. While mostt faculty and students

*may seem opposed itssexercise most of the tiinerAey also yearn
at other mument4-.-p rhaps unhealthily sofor its appearance in ac-
tual power. Trustei .often. Nie.w it one-sidedly and wonder why the
president doesn't establish order, arid if necessary, move in and
clean house! This crisis regtrding authority and confusion regard-
inging po er must be recognized as a dilemma in X% hich we all partici-
pate, eslecially prospaRe educational leaders. ,

A fourthactur is the difference in the perception and expectation
of the president's rule held by trustees, other administrators (and
often faculty. and students) when the president' views himself pri-
marily as an educator. National studies of trustee perceptions of the
president confirmed that most trustees see the president's role as

,,most like a mayor or a business executive and least like a teacher.
fli.ey Valued growth of the institution, its fiscal stability, quiet on the
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campus, and the respect of the outside community v% ell ahead of the
qua y of faculty, students and the academic program.

f all the groups studiLdtrustVes, facAkt , other college adminis-
t ators, students, otherollege presidentsall placed "quality of
etlcational program" fairly far doNN n their lists of v% hat constitutes
a isuccessful president. Studies of presidents themselves hike shov% n
that out of eight metaphors for leadershipmanager, politician, me-
diator, chairman, entrepreneur, catalyst, judge, educator-philoso-
pher-kingpresidents oN cry% helmeinglt say% the" job "primarily as a
combination of the political leader and bureauCrat-entrepreneur,' 6
Guess' what rated last!

When Hemphill and Wahlberg asked 180 presidents of higher
educ'atiorlal institutions in NeNN York in 1966 to list v% hat they Noutd,
consider Their major success in their job, they concluded their find-,
ing this way:

Must responses had to du ith' the organizational de% elupInent of the .

institution. Presidents mentioned such accomplilhments as deN eloping
organizational charts, administrative planning, job desiriptams for sub-
ordinate administrators and opening lines of communication. They also
mentioned successes in the defelopment of the physical plant or in the
acquisition of funds fur nets programs, and in the strengthening of rela-
tions btu een the president and. the students, the,goerning body and
the faculty. Only t o presidents mentioned development of the educa-
tional program as among their initial successes.7

Not only do others not regard as toil priority the president's educa-
tional- role, the president himself cloq not assign it high status, ,

WhateNer its causes, most college presidents in their self- expecta-
tion and self-perceptions no longer seem to ley% educational, curric-
ular, academic leadership among their leading roles. Did vu) once
elevate it, only under the press of other demands to see it slide don
the list? Did NNe concludefar back Ot more recentlt thlit circum-
stances w ere such tlfat, hile we reap other rev% ards, NN e had to fore-
go the satisfaction Of leitding an institution educationally?

This leads to the fifth, final and Most intimate element in our di-
lemma, v% blob" is that many of us..mat not possess a coherent educa-
tional ision or hake in mind a consistent curricular or academic pro-
gram. If v% e donut, that is surely utiderstandable gi en the fire-fight-
ing, tub-thumping, hand - shaking, head-knocking, budget-balatring
character of our jobs. If v%e seek one, there is no better place and
time than-here and nov%. If (%e have nneand are frustrated in gaining
its implementation, this exploration may also be timely.

II. A Fresh Look: Reconsidering Education.fil Leadership

If mismatched expectations, fragmentation, ambk alence about

4 a
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authorit, con`htsion in perception of the president's role, and the

4\ frZgilio or absence of an educational `ision are among the main
eleinents frustrating the exercise of educational leaderh'hip, hat are
sane considerations that might improve the situation?

While in some areas changes in behat for precede and cause sub-
.

sequent changes in attitude and outlook, in the instance of the presi-
dent's functioning as an educatiopl,leader changes in perception of
the role and the context prece4 changes in I) 'ram and perfor-
mance.

I suggest fij broad considerations. First, that the presit might
cease spending primary ,energies on the fashioning and stateme f
goals, out of the realistic recognition that shared goals, certainly at
the conceptual let el, are most unlikel. to be ', idely achieved. Con-
sider focusing instpl on the establishment of relatitely agreeable
agendas for action. There are some communities v. here, to use cur-
rent sociological parlance, fellowship precedes and generates tasks.
Increasingly. how titer, gip en the dissolution of fellow shipwhich is
the name for loss of comniunit , the elusit eness and conflict of goals,
contention between constituencies and inditiduals (leading March
and Cohen to characterize most colleges as "semi-organized anar-
chies") primary attention must be given to task. What should be
done' What most he dope? Task must precede and generate what-
ever fellow ship may follow , created orking together. Excessive
and unprodut tit e energy can be expended working on goals
statements. w hich w hen fashioned at a let el needed to gain signifi-
cant assent are intariably so abstract and distant from doing that
they cannot concretely inform or guide practical action. The funda-
mental let ols of focus might better he upon That been called
"the middle axioms" and the basicJetel of their imp ementation, so
that a helpful, accurate way of stating the conundrum is. "How shall
tte guide, hoN shall we lead to and construed\ e choices in the cdl-
lege in the absence of consistent, shared goals?"

Secondly, just as indirect communication and tacit exchanges are
often more powerful than direct utteranceend.explicit statement, so
is it the case that educational leadprship increasingly exercised in-
dirretty through a tariety of means other than the public statement,
the contocation speech, the college-wide memorandum. The admin-
istrative organization of the college which we arrange (r.c., the re-
lation het een the, president and the dean of faculty or academic
ice president and the role of the other officers) is a powerful deter-

minlint in w 'letting. aims are advanced or frustrated. While the de-
gree of the president'l, direct int olt ement in day-to-day curricular
matters is obt iously critical, the degree to w hich the fiscal, physical,
research and personnel features of the college's life are coordinated,

5
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are genuinely consonant with and support its aciOemic program,
can spell the} difference betty een successful-and mediocre-to-wretch-
ed education:The decision w hether to,apyrate or reject faculty rec-
ommendations, especidlt on appointments, reappointments, promo-
tions and tenure, may be a moire powerful act of educational leader-
ship than any public pronouncement.

Hew resources are allocal may be the most fundamental of all
educational actions The point here is to be reminded that there is a
ariett of means, instruments and actions through w hich education-

al- leadership is exercised, hat the most important are sometimes
relatively inconspicuou:, add that the modern dictum is now here
more true than in this area: how a thing is done is who is done.

The third consideration relates in part, but not altogether, to our
observations abuut%thoritt . Few situations permit tliq president to
be senior colleague any longer. He is now adNerery. Not only does
thi& sigrial the necessity for leadership sty les other than gentle per-
suasionw hich presupposes trust andosupport no longer sufficiently
present in the faculty and student body. At the most personal levels,
it means that the preident who, like any human being, needs affec-
tion and esteem, must find them outside the college community it-
self. A terrible demoralization occurs w hen the president, needing-
to he lined, seeks it primarily ,w ithin the college community which is
psycho-politically incapable of, providing it.

This personal identification of sources of satisfaction beyond the
campus moves iIf the direction of another reality at a different level,
namely, the need for the' president as institutional representative to"
become a dipluthat in order to achieve inter-institutional cooperation.
Fewer harriers are hat!der to break than those between our institu-

.tions; still feeding on tie fable that the educational system is hiissez-
fitirc. that the enterprise is free, competition is constructive, and the
fittest will 'sun, iN e..The true educational leaders in the next decades,
I belie% e, w ill-be thoset.w ho find the ways to make inter-institutional-
coopetation really work. How to capitalize on existing resources in
the public, prik ate-and parochial sectors to the benefit of all? How to
plan coperathelt, to present duplication and undv&utilization so
that faellities, programs and faculties can serve alr?'

Just as the president as person must seek satisfaction beyond the
campus, so the president as institutional head must seek the sharing
of resources, plans,and the future itself w itli institutions other than' .,
his owh.

Fourthly, a shift in our perception of educational leadership that
might lead to its increased exercise could result from the reminder
that leadership is-not identical with control. Alftiost ccerything sur-
rounding the presidential role tends toward this mistaten identifica-

6, ,
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'lion: to lead is to control. But there is another, truer and more social-
ly Productive understanding of leadership, w hich is the energizing
of people rather than the controlling of them. This perspectie clearly
speaks more tow ard challenging, facilitating: enabling than control-
ling, directing, manipulating. It suggests a role more like catalyst
than coach. Presidential actions, so understood, may not be the pub-
lic alpha and omega of academic practice, but may be the creation
of altered cotitexts within w hich new possibilities may emerge, old
arrangements negotiated, thingchanged.

Note finally- the preoccupationNto w hich presidents are heir w ith
bricks and mortar, budgets and bilildings, size and quantity. Called
upon as we have been to grow , to woo backers and build LcilitieN, it
is no wonder that we become more concerned w ith w here walls will
be than what goes. on within them, w ith size and shape more than
substance. Our current and future circumstances, how eer, call. for
a fundamental reconsideration of, the relations betty een quantity and
quality. Attention will not automatically turnto questions of excel-
lence and quality just because the building boom is ending. Indeed,
quantitative preoccupations may only be heightened in times of
steady state and retrenchment. But the persistent questions,for presi-
dents must be: Where are we going? How teen are we proceeding?
How good are our efforts?

Answers to these qualitative questions presuppose an educational
vitlion, a consistent framework or perspectie in relation to which
they can be answered, w hich points us again toward the fundamen-
tal challenge.

III. Practical Steps Toward Improving Educational Leadership

These reflections upon goals and action, the direct and the indirect,
on and off campus, controlling and catalyzing, quantity and quality,
challenge us to seek concrete measures that might be taken to
heighten educational leadership.

March and Cohen have a useful sectiorin-panding upon eight
Rfler's Digest-like exhortations:

spend time at it
persist
trade status for substance
facilitate participation by the opposition
overload the system

provide throw-aways
rnanage,tinoyrusively
keep interpreting history.

14



Their development of these suggestions is as fascinating as it is
useful.

Let me briefly note three basic arrangements being tried in cari-
ous institutions that hold promise of facilitating improved presiden-
tial-performance in the educational area.

One is the increasingly common practice of fixed terms for presi-
dents, A notion given prominence a few. ,y;efirs ago by Kingman
Brewster and now practiced throughout the St4te University of New
York This arrangement includes periodic, extended self-evaluations
y the president on his ow n performance, as well as written evalua-

ti ns by representatives of the other major constituencies in the col-
ege. Terms are, of course, renew able and are coupled with a sab-

batical between them for presidential renewal. Reappointmsnt is a
kind of reaffirmation and provides the president an opportunity to
initiate a new or,sharplv rev iced educational program at the outset
of each term. It allows a kind of renewed start. As one who has been
through the process, I can attest that it constructively heightens
self-consciousness about institutional aims and goals. It directs one's
thinking toward a specific timetable for the realization of plans. It

I -heightens constructive self-criticism. .

A second arrangement being incre ingly discussed.in the private
sector is the familiar "inside /outside rangement with a chancellor
increasingly carrying the responsibili ,y for extramural representa-
tion and interpretation of the college v.11,ile the president is the on-'
campus leader of the i nstitatittnne rnieAsillig witiiiii4o.41,gose .

institutions that have,adopted this structure is the possibility of inter-
changing roles after a fixed period of time so that the officer bearing
the primary extra- mural responsibility does not have to sacrifice for
good his in:1 olvement in the. details of the college's academic life.

A major variation of this arrangement, which I personally prefer,
avoids titular inflation and the appearance of too many chiefs. It is
the practice by which the Ia3, chg( an of the board of trustees takes
a leave of absence from his regulatlob for a year and performs many
of the functions associated with thelhesponsibilities of an extramural
chancellor. He becomes the primary, fund-raiser and relieves the
president of much outside interpretation, allowing the president to
concentrateCon local matters, particularly the college's educational
program. ,

I have already indicated how the fashioning of new forms of inter-
institutional arrangements might reduce wearing.. competition be-
tween sister institutions. It could also result in a reduction of dupli-
cate effort by presidents as well as in the necessity for duplicate ser-
vices. I am convinced that there is a deep connection between inter-
institutional cooperation and the effectiveness of the individual pres-

,
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ident as an educational leader. To the extent that all presidents are
relieved in some measure from each doing the .same thing, energy
is freed that may be applied to fundamental educational tasks.

There are, of course, no gimmicks or arrangements that, by them-
sel% es ur in combination, w ill assure the emergence or re-emergence
of the president as an educational leader. On the other hand, how -

e%er, some organizational arrangements' irtually assure that he can-
not do much in this areahe will be prevented from it e%en if he
desires itwhile others at least set ya framework within which he
might focus himself on educational concerns. 0

IV. Recovering and Asserting Educational, Leadership

Briefly and in conclusion, I mention five notions that, for me, have
to be ingredient in, backdrop for, any complete portrait of the presi-
dent as educational leader. None should be used as an excuse for
lack of performance, but they point to'reaNties mot to be ignored.

One is the fact of human' aging. Its -affects on the president's
psyche and physique differ from presiden't to president. But it is a
fact which, if acknowledged, can be constructively built into altered
strategies, changed pace, and shifting style. The recognition of ag-
ing also underliAlgs tit basic need to find means for personal re-

'plenishment anchtu%enation as well ai the periodic reorientation of
perspective and program. One test of the Way we pursue our educa-
tion& efforts Might w ell be. Is it age-appropriate? Another. Doe's it
replenish as well as drain, restore as well as empty?

A second reality is the unevenness, even/spasmodic character, of
fortune. There are instances we each know well where presidential
colleagues (and sometimes ourselves) are dqemed successful by a
combination of' circumstances that can Only be 'called fortuitous,
while others (and sometimes oursel% have been judged to have
floundered or failed again through a combination of factors quite
beyond the president's control. A splendid perspective upon one's
tasks, as energetic a commitment as age allows, a good plan and am-
ple pluckiness all together may sometimes still fall short of the vi-
sion's realization, for reasons by no means all of the president's mak-
ing. Then it is that one must ponder the vagaries of fortune. And
when the mark is massively missed the president is driven to a third
consideration: the ubiquity of the tragic.

Some may be graced with the conviction that the tragic is not the
final word on well-intended human efforts. But honest), requires its
use as a principle for interpreting history, what occurs on this earth
in time and space. One may follow well-mpaning exhortations to the
letterincluding those concerned with educational leadershiponly
to see his efforts stymied and dreams shattered. We need not brood

9
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e-
about it or adopt melancholic miens, but the tragic:is a fact and di-
mension of our lives.

That having been said, we are still challenged to exemplify in our
efforts so far as possible the human excellence to which we aspire.
At a minimum, the college president concerned to he an educational
leader will exhibit acertain stance toward learning and the work of
intellect. He will resist the lure of anti-intellectualism So character-
istic of those with whom he spends a lot of his off-campus time. He

ill not demean *scholarship or the work of the mind because of the
behavior of some faculty. He will not succumb"to consumeristic voca-
tionalism. He vill, instead, body forth an intellectual orientation that
signals his own obsession with elusive excellence.

As several texts set the Cone for our exploration, this one from
Charles Peguy with its comment on the price of real change, states
the note on which we conclude:

The longer I live, citizen, the less I helievein the efficiency of sudden
;, illuminations that are not accompanied or supported by serious work,

the less I believe in the efficiency of conversion, extraordinary, sudden
and serious, in the efficiency' of sudden passion> and the more I believe
in the efficiency, of modest, slow, molecular, definitive work. The long-
er I live the less I believe in the efficiency of an extraordinary sudden
social revolution, impersonal xtletatorshipand the more I believe in the
efficiency of modest, sloss, mole'cular. definitive work.

'Michael Cohen and James March, Leadership and Ambiguity; The American Col-
lege President (New York McGraw-Hill, 1974), p 108.

2James A Perkins, College and University Presidents (Albany New York State Re-
4 4 gents, 1967), p 125.

3Alfited North Whitehead. The Aims of Education (New York New American Li-
brary, 1959), p. 19.

4March andCohen, op cit. p 5.
p. 104

6Thd, p 60
?John K Hemphill and Herbert Wahlberg, An Empirical Study of the College and
University Presidents in the State of New York (Albany. New York State Regents,
19661, pp 48. 49
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OWING TRIUMPH A CHANCE
Buell G. Gallagher

MI the world is di% icred into two classes. those who di% ide others
into two classes, an,cl those Who do not.

I divide all college presidents into.two classes: those w hi) are part
of the problem, and_those who are part of the answer. '

I have no words of comfort for Chose who, by their own prefer-
ence, fall into the first category. Instead, along with Hugh Wheldon,
Managing Director of the BBC, I suggest that it is nobler to be con-
cerned "not in avoiding failure at all costs but in giving triumph a
chance''

I.) .
When my active career as a college president came to its abrupt

end in May 1969, it was rw, impression that most academic admin-
istrators had been for a decade preoccupied with problems of per-
sonal and institutional 5uryival, as the forces of iconoclasm swept
the nation's campuses: In the 1970's, as the upper and nether mill-
stones of inflation and recession grind academic hopes, it is my im-
pression that college presidents are still pretty much concerned
over personal and institutional survival. It N my further comment
that, in both the 1960's and the-1970's, administrators whose princi-
pal concerns centered around survival were too narrowly anxious.
They were like so many latter-day Neros whoge sole worry was to
keep their fiddles tuned and their bows resined.

One is reminded that IA hen the Chicago Tribune built its splendid
new edifice in the early years of the Atomic Age, special provision
was made in a sub-s'ub-basement for an air-conditioned and fully pro-
visionedvisioned bomb s lter in w hich editors, reporters and printers might
hide, await the se ing of Atomic fall-outand after a month or
three, emerge to gather and print the ;pews. What news, and for
what readership, they did not specify. They were rightly anxious
but too narrowly so.
`Where are those who seek solace from the example of monks in

Europe's Dark Ages, Ix ho retreated into their cells for the duration,
pursued their studies, illuminated their manuscripts, and kept, the
candy' of learning alight against the coming of a more propitious
time In.our present circumstances,no such withdrawal. into sanctity

4 and sanctuary is available. The perils of these decades are the un-
happy harbingers of a total world catastrophe which, if it is riot
averted, will provide neither home nor hope for tomorrow's survi-
vors. Our times are as different from the Middle Ages as the panic



at Da Nang was different from the-evacuation at Dunkirk.
Moreover, if troubles are overwhelming all other institutions, why

should colleges be exempt°. It ought to be a first rule of academic
sanity to recognize that the campus is a microcosm of the world mac-
roproblem. The milney crunch is not peculiar to colleges. Ph.D.'s
aire not the only unemploy ed. A, colleges share the problems and
perils of the general society, by what magic are they, alone, to be
'spared'

We stand, today at a moment in history on w hich the future will
turn. History is always "in crisis", and each crisis appears to be
unique to those w ho confront it. But this time, the stakes are global
and the problems point to total disaster.

The exponential increase of technological threats to civilization,
the polarization of the pLyoles of the earth between the affluent and
the w retched, and the approaching exhaustion of a finite supply of
world resources in the presence of burgeoning populationsthese
are the late w arning.sy stem of an impending future which will be
disregarded at the cost of the quality of human life as we has,e known
itperhaps at the cost of human survival.

In my Campus in. Crisis, khave attempted toputline the princi-
pal, features of the world macroproblem. Given two or three hours, I
could summarize the argument. Instead, for our purposes tonight,
let a few broad strokes, limn the outlines.

1. It is a total problem. It involves man's relationship to the eco-
system, as man-made ecological imbalance threatens the physical
basis of life. depletion of resources, overpopulation, fouling of the
enironment-t--a process which, if not reersed, has its foreseeable
climax within the lifetime of those already born.

It inob, es the relationship of men to each other: the widening
gap betw een 'the northern and southern hemispheres as the rich and
the wretched clash oer- diminished supplies of food and energy;
the continuing hostilities of hubris,,hetween the, races (as, -in our
country, the Civil Rights. efforts of the nation are Halted by the new-
ly aroused pride of the ethnics, and humaneness is caught between
the backlash and the black-lash); the unceasing war, both civil and
international, w hich is punctuated by intermittent periods of exhaus-
tion falsely called peace..

--/..... It imokes the emergence into probability of the fantastic aber-
rations of science-fiction. a developing technology which pros/ides
weapons of total destruction, a 'complex and delicately interrelated
society 'which is u,lxierable to sabotage and to terroristic blackmail;
an athancing confpetencefof the life-sciences w hich are about to be
able to "engineow the human body, mind an fetus ,and to control
g erietic transmission,

It inokes pressures and stresses on the ut,er limits of hurhan
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endurance, beyond the adaptive capabilities of the human endo-
crine system.

It involves a crisis of the human sp irit, as anxiety leads to despair
and despair ends in fatalisinresignation becoming the last line of
defense against.suicide.

v

2. It is a crisis /If 01171(ti. The world macroproblem expresses, as it
derives from, the warring of priorities an4references. Ever'y deci-
sion involves a trade-off, a choice which has to be made in the face
of uncertainty and without firm guidelines which have been tested
through time.

Reactions differ. The cynical an d the callous resort to social Dar-
winism. OppOrtunists yearn for the man on the charger who will
lead the people into totalitarianism of the right or the left. The disin-
herited lose hope, go underground, resort to sabotage, and wait for
ale coming of the revolution. Those who think themselves to be less
unfortunate purchase anothei gun, put another lock on the door, and
call loudly for law and order. ;

Sometimes. clearly articulated, at other, times only seen dimly
thfough benumbed senses, our age knows a pervasive disquiet, a
deepening uncertainty, an ubiquitous anxiety. The integrating core
of life itself is disintegrating.

3. This world macroproblem, holistic and deep-rooted, is also (1
single congeries. It books fib simplistic or"piecemeal answer. As H.
L. iiilencken used to say, 4"For every complex problem there is al-
ways a simple answer: and it is wrong." 'Phe macroproblem which
embraces the globe reaches tack into history for its causal rootage.
It involves long-range projection of remedial and corrective effort,
the benign effects of which will in many instances not become ap-
parent within the twentieth century. It calls 'for a level of sophistIca-
tion which combines both facts and values in a single universe of
meaning.

Temporary amelioration is chimerical.. To the degree'that ame-
lioration succeeds, it only postpones the day of reckoning, thereby
loosing an even more devastating flood when the dam finally breaks.

Where, then, is our hope?
If the solution to all our problemS were to be left to political pro-

cesses, temporary amelioration would be the best that could be
hoped for. T..e four-year term of office sets the horizons of political
foresight and prescribes the inevitable impermanence of public
policy. s.

Neither can we expect long-cange.lead hip to come from indtb-
try and finance. When interest rates ra ge betwwen ten and fifteen
per cefq, any econornic consideration w Ich looks more than five to
ten years into the future is given low ridrity.

One doubts that the institutions of religion will rise to the occasion

13



and be able to provide much more'than this accustomed ministra-
tions oftmercy, with a stiff upper lip anti a word of compassionim-

- portant as these ministries may be.
, As for the institutions of education, they are ;o thoroughly en-
meshed l% ith the total problem that it is difficult to see what contri-
bution they might make unless drastic changes are introduced.

If these words appear to give little comfort or encouragement to
c, the profession of academic administrators, such is not my intention.

,On the contrary , %%hat I am trying to say is that the words of en-
couragement can be spoken only to the man or woman who has
ceased to he anxious about self and who has gone tar, beyond the nar-
row anxieties of a particular campus. Defensible as these narrower
anxietie'S may be, andl.cal as they are, they Must be recognized as
being par of a much larger context. College is not a self-contained
ark of salvation, it is not severable from society. The world is a sin-
gle congeries,all it:+parts interrelated. Positive and negative factors
and forces are eeryw here present. And when the situation is, on
balance, deteriorating more rapidk than it is recovering, to be neu-
tral is to be destructive. Any college which is more a part of the
problem than of the answer will desei.ve its demise.
'16y I be "autobiographiCal for a few. moments? It 'was my good

, fortune to be a college president during' the years of the Great De-,

pressiun of the 1930's. I know what expedients of frugality, what
heroisms of unappreciated effortanti what depths of dedication are
needed to keep a college afloat in heavy financial seas. But I also
ktiew that the stamina and staying-power, and the evocativ imagi-
nation essential to the time, can come fripm the collective rength

. ,-,of a fellowship of men and women who are convinced' that keeping
one little college in effective operation entails much larg r conse-

i
quences for good ur ill than the .ticcess 00ailure of one i titution.
Rightly ur wrisingly, back there yn the' deep. trough of the reat De-
pression, we believed that w e we were doing was essen ial to the
sanity, decency and hopes of the people of& nation, per aps'of the
world. We knew that "%k e were iarb of the,answer. In that certainty,
l% e camel through those dark yearswithout public monies'of 'any
sortwith our budgets balanced-, our endowments greatly in-,

creased, the faculty noticeably str4rigted educationalseffective-
m4 enhanced, and what weye then piptTering curricular develop-
thents hammered out and solidly demonstrated. We constructed
demo atic procedures for campus governance which worked: Thirty
years ater, under another ,president, that college was able to avoid
the icon elastic excesses which unsettled sister campuses. In short,
though greatly troubled in a deeply troubled world, we were spurred
on by an overriding sense of mission which transcended all matters
of mere survival.
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But that is only- half of my t.itimbsc from experience. Some three
decades latelYi the presidency of a different college, new troubles
were not met with the same rich assets of academic strength. Some;
thing had happened in the noes of Academe. That something was
described by the Presidents Commission on C pus Unrelt in its
1970 report: "The last few decades have wi essed a serious erosion
of any clear sense of mission in Americart igher education." In ret-
rospect,'I haN e come to the conclusion that theinstitution oer hich
I presided in the 1060's was no exceptiondto at general loss. It Vras
Alexis de Tocqueville who wrote in 1835:

It cannot he doubted that in the United States'lhe instruction of the
people por.erfull contriblItes to the support of the democratic repub-
lic, and Ach,must always be the'Cb.St, I believe, %%here the instruction

flp ' which enlightens the understanding is not sepirateil from the mural
education which amends the heart.

,

But 130 years later, as the President's Commission pointed out, the 1.

simultaneous acquisition of knowledge and the honing of conscience
had cea6-ea to be an united expression of a controlling sense of mis-
sion. The center fell apart. The institutional sIii 11 was eNiptied of re-.
ileeming purpose. The pleasant groves of Academe took on the Char-
acter of Goldsmith's Deserted Village.,

Believe me. I have seen it and experience it both ways. I know
whereof I speak.

\
II

In my ampus in Crisis, I have attempt to trace the historical
Processes which higher education in A rica arrived at its pres-
ent.state. thout tonight rehearsing that tory, let me direct atten-
tion to the entl product of some 350 yea s of academic history. The
end product-is the value-free universi't .

To use Tocq evillian phrases, the lue-free university has ,dis-
severed "the in .truction,which enlig ' ens the understanding" from
"the moral ed cation which amend the heart." In so doing, the
practitioners of the value-free syst m have seduced higher eijuca-
don into becoming merely an instru ent of the general societyjust
one more 'disposable item in a pro igate delivery system, Worth no
more than any other beer can whg emptied and tossed aside. Moro-.
over, the value- IFFe university, cr ated in the name of asepsis, has
become .a :container which conta inates the contents it delivers.
The value-free university is thre ened because it is' a threat to the
survival of mankind.
f The value-free univerity re ed its peak of dominance in Amer-,--.
lean higher MucatiOn i i the middle decades of the twentieth cen-
tury The practical applications of a prdudly self-confident technol-
ogy; Offspring of scientism, had won a war, licked a depression, and
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produced a plethora of the good things of life. Higher 'education
shared the general euphoria of the post-War y'ears as its numbers in-
creased and faculty salaries soared, new building w ere erected, de-
partments proliferated. We could put a man on the moonand did.
There appeared to be no limits to grow th, no impediments to ex-
pectations.. m.

And all of this had comiA.about not by keeping a tight tether on
science and technology, but by gi% ing them Wee rein. Under the re-
sul-ting- amoral permisskeness, indistry,, finance, and politics did
w hates% er it became possible to do (oft get away with). It was not

N necessary to ha% e regard for impact on the physical em ironment or
\the straining of the social fabric. We proudly announced that we
w'ould put an end to po% erty, hunger and dise'ase. For the first time
in the history -of man, none w ould be in want or need. So'we thought

_ hand Jo we boastedand promised. Surely, if science and technology
show ered such gift upon us, ingratitude would be unforgiveable!

All this had come about by a sort of perversion of Huxley's admo-
nition to "sit down before truth as a little child," following to what-

/ uNer consequences untrammeled inciiiiry might lead. Developing its
strengths, marshalling its fort rofsophistication and demonstrating
its practical results, scientism took hold of the university at its very
center. The controlling spirit of higher education now became the
suspended judgment, the postponed satisfaction. Ele% ateThe ration-
al and suppress the intuitional. Make tolerance the supreme virtue.
Disparage firm convictions. Question all established values and val-
ue-systern. Seize upon the right of academics to differ with impun-
ity, and codify that right as academic freedom. Let each discipline
pursue its ow n discrete and disparate ends. Let each individual
sene-OnlY his ow n self-chosen irorms. Let the curriculum be decided
upon by interdepartmental treaty. Permit fine rhetoric to remain as
the front iriatter,of the catalogso long as no one takeS it seriously.

There was no longer any tenter of reference which gave mean-
ing and direction to all parts of Adademe. Depth of conviction was
frow ned upon. Authorityis hat remained of it%% as purely cer6mon-
ial. The only remaining cement'Of academic society was found in re-
liance upon reason and ci%ility. The center of the % alue-free univer-

, city, quite appropriately, was a vacuum.
Then'came the NOw-generation. Born of parentu who, with their

on bitter memories of depression and war, compen?ated for their
own childhood deprivation by over-prbtecting their children and
u%er-supplying theni with the goods of ,life, the college generations ,.
of the sixties were a different breed. Rejecting the.4rsatz quality of
a plastic society, they w ere suddenly stabbed awake by the onrush
of a series of social Crises and causes, the most, volatile being racial
injustice and the Viet Nam war. .--)
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The entering freshinan w as told by the alue.free university that
he wouldn't need his preferences and value-system. check it tkith the
registr4r. Suspend your emotions and iekwR your satisfactions. Put
on a white coat, sere your laboratory apprenticeship, and wait for
the Nobel Prize. Be rational and tolerant.

To the Now generation, this academic world of tolerance and ra-
tionali, was intolerably irrational. They callecUmlerance hypocrisy.
They swept it aside and established' their ow n absolute. sincerity.
They demanded that their college take sides in the great social is-
sues hich were coming across their visioneach like a newity risen
sun of blinding brightness, illumining the shadowed recesses of
greed, injustice, daplicity and exploitation. They demanded that the
value-free university ebecome value- centered; an,d when the institu-
tion did not respond, they denounced it as valueless. With t hat final \
forces of fury The-confrontation between the value-free anti the ex.),
isteQtial universities was finally joined all of us mho lived through
twit dethde know quite well.

What the Now generation was telling was this: The value-free
university is wrong in putting all its eggs in the baket of scientism.
In that accusation, they were, of. ourse, correct. Whit the Now gen-
,eration was also saying was that it was necessary to destroy the ra-
tional in order to experience the emotional. In,that, of\egurse, they
were 'incorrect.

And nyw, in the mid-1970 s, with the passing of the existe alist
fever like last summer's skin rash, the deeply entrenched forces of
scientism are quietly resurgent. Cloaked in reason and civility as he-
tore, the value:free university is reasserting itself. The same' old
premises are being trotted out. And that is why, as the ecological
denouement threatens, the surface calm of the campus is deeply
foreboding. If the value -free university is now restored to its former
dominance, the present campus quiet i 1 I \pro% e to have beekonly
the eye of the hurricane,

4

Five years ago, thy-4ucational Policy Research Center at Stan-
ford University prepared for the United States Office of ,Education
a report entitled Alternative Futures and Educational Policy. The
authors of that reporit, by their own route of inquiry, had arrived at
substantially the same destination as I did in writing Campus in
Crisis. They zeroed in on the central .fact that the world macroprob-
lern is "intrinsic in the basic operative premisbs of present industrial-
ized society." Their report states that these basic operative premises
must be.corrected if mankind is to entertain any real hope of sur-
vival.

Eitucatiqn tiurard climiging these premises is the paramount Mum-
tumid task finr the notion (in?' for the world This means that education
should be directed tori responsible stewardship of life on earth with
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the associated changes in values and premises. It probahI3, inclu0es ad-
daptation to a net and eoking metaphN.sic that will support these
changes is ce %allies are always rooted in an implicit picture of man-
in-rela m-to-his-world).

\t-ha as happened is that the absence of a controlling value- system
. has I rmitted waArel man to arrke at his present moment-of peril.

And the value -free university has become the principal institutional
source of the macrovacuum.

The truth is that the value -free university is both the victim and
the perpjtrator in a process w hich, if continued, leads to the destruc-
tion of the ecosystem, the polarization of mankind between the af-
fluent and the disinherited, and the'exponential increase of techno-
logical endangerment of khe_ quality of life, perhaps of life itself.

111

What I have said dp to this point may be summarized in an aphor-
The college mu find and exemplify a new ethos and telos.

Not everyone agr es with that con lusion'. Many voices today
+.hether in industry, finance, government and politics, religion or ed-
ucation, or any other fieldclaim that instead of looking for some-
thing new , e should re% ie the old time religion, reassert the Amer-
ican ork-ethic, unfetter the pioneer spirit, and wait for it all to come
out in the wash. It always has.

Unfortunately, events are answering the tr glodytes. The work-
ethic is of little help to those who cannot find 1iployment. The pio-

46,/neer spirit is evoked with difficulty when the frontier-is no more. And
thot4 who expect it all to come out in the wash forget that iet are the
w ash. With Lincoln, I hold that as the times are new, we must think
anew and act anew.

I have put it in terms of the needed new synth,is of the Greek and
Hebraic strands of Western culture, a new synthesis in contempo-
rary terms for contemporary purposes. The authors of the Stanford
repOrt put the matter in terms of what they call "a new 'moral Sci-
ence.' From the Club of Rome comes the concept of "ecological
education" fur an "ecological mode of thinking." Many colleges and
uni'.ersities, many groups and individuals are reaching out, testing,
ealuating, re% icing, experimenting. TheUnkersity of Wisconsin at
Green Bay is a good example of an institution which makes the eco-
system an organizing center of its curriculum. Ir1 all of this there is
hope.

But no scissors-and-paste reshaping of the college catalog will suf-
fice. The game have been plavin losers' game. We know
thatin our bone. N NV e are so anxi 'us over survival. What
is needed is not a 'new deal but a new game lIew game, with dif-



ferent goals and Afferent rules. A conitemporary poets puts it thus.

let us run
with patient
endurance

the race
is settling
down to a low
grin behind
us a friends
and b fore

our wi ning,
is not t eir

closing 1,v ,keep
no trophy except.
the faith

.

our triumph ,is over
ourselves our'kumbling 1

,ir f,

oes no e fea t, :.
is co ge \ .t.

his calling
\ SI his crown .

,

Soniething of the'eihos and telos of ttat restatement Of ethic and
technique is essential to the new effort!To win through to survival
for itself, the college inust work for the sjnvival of mankind. No per-
sonal or institutional anxieties will suffice. We must reexamine and
radically reconstruct/ the prOcesses, content and goals of higher edu-
cation in order that wp may constructively sere the good of others.

All of this I have put);.into the 275 pages of my 'Tract for the
Times." But I am not the only one who writes such prescriptions,
Here, for example, are the six things which higher education must
do, as seen by Meadows and Perelman:2

make the onte t problem-oriented; 4,

s

brqraden the of education to include more thai learning how
c

to store and retrieve information; t,

dispense with the concept of the dissiplintrg r

recognize that education may be the dis'Rlacement rather than merely
2the acquisition f knowledge; .

provide an eeole ical,conscience; and r

present a new concept of man along with t e tools and facts that re
taught. .

1Thomas John Carlisle, "Running Together,' A.D., April, 1975, p. 21.
2Dennis C. Meadows and Lewis Perelman, "Limits To Growth" irluItctiture in
the Making, AAHE, p. 115.
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Meadows and Fereiman do not stop with that listing. They start with
the:4j six principiet, of educational recdnstruction and then proceed
to elqorate the,nranin. I commend their 'entire contribution for
most careful stud,.'

But even Meadows and Pe'relman are too narrowly anxious. They
are concerned almost exclusively with the crisis of the ecosystem.
There are other dimensions of the macroproblem that we dare not
overlook. To he sure, if we do not satisfactorily confront the ecologi-
cal crises, nothing else matter. But the same comment can be
made about the crises which impend in that microcosm within man's
skin and in the interrelationships of persons, families, groups, classes,
races and nations.

We are confronted with a holistic congeries of crises. Only a holis-
tic response will be equal to our hope of survival. In that context, the
college must foreshadow w hat it foresees. It must practice what it,
teaches in order to teach what it practices. Thus, in addition to the
dimensions cited in the six principles laid dOwn by Meadows and
Perelman, something needs to be said about that aspect of the col-
lege which is peculiarly the direct responsibility of college adminis-

re. Four principles of campus governance may be suggested:.
achieve credibility iu campus governance by widely sharing the pro-
cesses of policy-making;

achieve accountability by-pinpointing responsibility for executing pol-iq. -

aChieve motivation by accompanying responsibility with appropriate .

degrees of power; and
achieve system control through continuous feedback in reporting and

review.
Measures of this character are essential because the old-line authori-
tarian procedures simply will not do the job. To begin with, the au-
thority of the trustees and president has been so eroded and diluted
that when the president is called Upon to assume the posturetof au-
thority about all he can do is to posture. Moreover, to attern$ to re-
store on campus the benevolent autocracies of a former day would be
td unscramble the omelet. But without the, administrative measures
I have listed (or their working equivalent, the college remains a con-
eries of dissociated and incompatible factions. Unable to discover or
o implement its own emerging value-system, hmy can it hope to be

anything other than part of the macroproblem?
I Lome now to the crux of the matter. The first step in creating the

ethos and telos essential to the task is to become imbued "with the
recognition that the,future can be deliberately created. It need not
be passively experienced."3 The bottom line of our analyis is what
used to be called the problem of freedom of the willthe question
.3find, p: 116. f -
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as to whether man is the butt of a costniejoke or a creatite partner in
shaping destiny . It is the issue of freedom and cleterminirn.nd that.

' is precisely w here the issue is joined with the value -free unit ersit.
Let us not deceite ourselves. There are times w hen ideas make 'a

difference. Columbus proted that w hen he acted on the idea that the
world was not flat. And if there are times w hen ideas make a differ-
ence, there may he times w hen ideas maketil the difference. This is
one of those times.

The central ;idea, without which we tylve little hopebut with
which we can address the future in confidenceis the idea that the
future is not foreclosed, that it is open, and that man's responsible
choices canmake the difference between disaster and sun ivaL .Nei-
ther fate nor chance but choice can rule history.

The. value-free unit ersity has recognized one part of this analysis.
It has opened up wide vistas of unlimited possibility, as it pursued
its explanations. But that same Value -free unit ersity has ignoredsthe
other half of the truth, namely, that man's choices can he determina-
tite, that Values are basic. Instead, the university' w hich has thrust
values aside has thereby paralyzed man's will to take corrective ac-
tion;as it has explained away what it should hat eexplained. For
example, in the physical sciences, the value-free unit ersity has ex-
pounded a determi9ism (.ivalified by the principle of, indeterminacy)
in w hich ,tolition is illusory. In the biological sciences, it has pro-
duced understandings of chemical and molecular processes w hich
appearto many laymen, at least-4o rest all proximate causes of
human life in the genes and the em ironment. In psychology, the
path of determinism has led to the irnprisonment of the psyche with-
in a causal pattern in tt hich we cannot see the Ego for the Id. Di-

-00,vested of his values, man himself feels valueless.
is not difficult, in retrospect, to see how all this came about. By

explaining away MI-8 should only halve been explained, scientism
has raised each of the several disciplines to its own pinnacle of omnin
science. Hubris has replaced humility. The determinism w hich scien-
tism assumes bas declared that man's preferences and value -judg-
ments are mere epiphenomena. The present result is that man's
moral will has been paralyzed. Empow ered with the tools of technol-
ogy', man is able to do almost anything hut he knows not what to
do."And even when he thinks he knows w hat to do, he knows not how
to do it. Or knowing how, he lacks the decisive will.

That is the end result of a process in ft hich talues hat e become
relative, comparative, and finally irrelet ant. And that is why we are
now where we are.

The age-old issue between determinism and freedom cannot now
he dismissed as "purely academic." That issue is the issue, both fdr
academicigns and fok the str.
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As value-free scientism has given man tremendous potentialfor
good or for illit has also cut the ground of morality from beneath
his feet.

But give Atlas a place to stand, and he will hoist the world on his
shoultlers.

ti
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ON LIMITS TO GROWTH, A SECOND
ACADEMIC REVOLUTION, AND THE

PRESIDENT AS EDUCATIONAL LEADER
Lewis J. Perelman

.. . . ,.

'' In a recent New York Tr In( . article on the difficulties of being a
college president in ,,the 1970's, Dr. Gail Parker, president of Ben-
nington College. wasmuoted as saying: "The problems are serious,
but at least they deal with the college.. T. We know we're not go-
ing.to soli e the energy crisis at Bennington."' My familiarity with
the currint literature suggests that this attitude is typical of the
higher education community Yet the complex of serious problems
really a cririsfacing American higher.education today does not
involve only the individual college or university, rather, it is a sin-
gle, local manifestation of a much vaster crisis, profound in nature
and global in scope. The so-called "energy crisis" is only one as-
pect of the manifold "crisis-of-crises.' unless the energy crisis a'nd
this larger planetary crisis are solved at Benningtonand Ball
State, And Brow,n, and Berkeleythey are not likely to he solved
at all, and will result in a bleak future for our whole society, includ-
i.ng our colleges and uniVersities. /

, Dimensions of the "crisis -of- crises" include: the degradation of
the environment, the -explosive growth of liuman population, the
rapid depletion of critical energy and ma rial resources, the dele-
teriousterious effects of technology; chronic po ideal and economic insta-
bility; the gv between the "haves" and the have- nots "; and Ore
growing thrMes of war and .violence.j'hese elements define a state
of «ological ITISIN"ecological" in the sense that the cris. 'nvolves

"MU- the_ complex interrelationships7 among indiv idual, S ciery, , and
environment. The Club of Rome has dubbed this con ition the
"problematiquetumaine." :

1

While awareness of the ecolo 'cal crisis has become widespread
in the 19f4's, our know ledge bout the dynamics of growth and
deVelopmena tinge world, and about how to create sustainable
futures for humankind, is actually quite limited. Scholarly4tudy of

' these problems has accelerated rapidl>,in recent years, o result
being the evolution of an intellectual an8 political move ent that
has seriously challenged the conventitnal wisdom aho de-
siraliility and even the possibility of continued txponen 'al grOwth

' in a finite world.
The work of Prof. Jay Forrester. of MIT and the activities spon-

sored by the Club of Rome have contributed much to the visibility
Copyright 197.1,1,mis J PerNman
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of this movement. In his book, World Dynamics,' Forrester dem-
onstrated graphically the inherent instability of the existing w orld
ec6nomiCeculogical *stenit Elaborating on Forrester-work, the
Club of Rome's Project on the Predicament of Mankind; directed
by Dr. Dennis Meadows. published in the spring of 1972 a pro-
ocatie report entitled The Limits to Growth:3 The Meadows and
Forrester reports both bore the same central conclusion. World
population and material forms of economiegrowth would reach
their limits w ithin a century . Inadequate control mechanisms. in
the world system were likely to lead to an overshoot and subse-

/quent catastrophic collapse of world population and industrial
capacity. Thest studies also indicated that conventional, ad hoc
policies designed to stave off disaster would not be likely to pro-'
duce stability, an n could make matters worse. The basic solu-
Pion to this crisis-Lthe a 'evement,of a stable state of global equi-
libriumwould require a coherent and comprehensive set of long-
term gross th policies, designed w ith an adequate undefstanding of
the complexity and dynamic beha% ior of the world sociat/ecologi-
cal system, This in turn in`rplies a radical transformation of modern

. industrial civilization, not only lb structure and technolog,, but in
lifestyles, goals, values, and even reality images. t

It was evident Virtually from the outset that the work done in re-
cent years by Forrester, Meadows and the see oral other outstand-
ing scholars concerned 'with the problems of grow th and equilibri-
um had important imtations for education, particularly higher
education. The complex phenomena which are lumped under the
rubric "limits to !grow th" have tw o general sets of implications for
higher education. The first of these can he broadly termed "do'
nomic" and has to do with the- management of higher education

N instit tions. The second set of implications may be labelled "pedo-
gogi " and is related to the basic purpose and process of educatibp.
Th se two seLs---6f implications are, in effect, opposite(sides of the

e-coin and must necessarily he considered together. A basic
thesis of this discussion is that the solutions to the present and fu-
ure economic problems of higher education will not be found in

sthe realm of organizational economist rather in the real,n2 of--
educational philosophy and practice.

The Limits to Growth of Higher Education
World-w ide economic morbidity has its roots in the reality of lim-

its to grow th and the failure of most political economists to recog-
nize this reality much less deal competently yitb its consequences.
Economies that became accustomed in the post-War era 'to rates of
expansion. ranging from 5 to 15'3 per year simply avoided develop-
ing any alternati%e policy to deal with the reality of a long-term
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cessation of such gruqh. A similar phenomenon 'has occurred in
the microcosm of the American higher education system. The sig-
nificant difference is that in the latter, e,4ponential grow th was even
more explusig than in many national economies, and the "brakes"
ha% e been applied far more suddenly and forcefully. One result is
that the economic behak for of the higher education systcp will in
many ways be an augur of the future behavior of tie U.S. and
world economies. A corollary is that the higher education economy
will out find its salvation in the external economy. Nor will it be
able fully to soli e any of its problems until the economic environ-
went tabilizes. But more on this later. Let us look at this phenom-
enon of the limits to grow th of higher education in greater detail.

The grow th w hich the U.S. higher education system experienced
up to 1970 was truly phenomenal. The most explosive growth oc-
curred after 1950 a a result of the GI Bill, general economic expan-
sion, and eNentually the "baby boom." But Americah colleges and
universities enjoyed prodigious grow th throughout the 100 years
before 1970. From 1870 to 1970 enrotiment in colleges and tinker-
cities increased on the average at 5 per year, doubling every 14
years. Enrollments increased even during the Depression of the
1930's. The number of higher education institutions grew less rap-

----idly, resulting in enrollment increases per institution of 3% per
year, which may explain why the management of higher education
institutions until the 1970's was based on the unchallenged axiom
of unlimited growth in enrollment.

Iris in the last 20 years or so, however, that higher educa-
tion experienced its most extraordinary growth. This was due part-
ly to atkincreasing proportion of high school graduates continuing
their eslucation in "postsecondary" educational institutions. In
1942, only about 15(7. of the 18-21 year old group were matricu-
lated in higher education institutions, by 1972 this proportion had
increased to about 50%:.

But 4mainly the higher education explosion can be attributed to
the post-War "baby boom." From 1940 to 1950, the total number .
Ofke births per year in.the U.S. increased by 42%; from 1950 to
1960, when t baby boom "erfclecl,"4 the 'birth rate increased by
an additional 1 . In, the 1950's, the baby boom had a stlaggerinN
influence on diape , housing, automobiles, schools, and just about
every other aspect o American society. From the early 1960's until
the present, the effect of this tidal wane of warm bodies on the U.S.
higher education system has been dramatic. In 1942 there were 1.4t
million students enrolled in colleges and universities in the U.S.;
ip 1972 the number was 9.3 million.' The 14-24 year\old group.in-
creased fisetimes faster during the 10 years from 19804°,1970 than
it did during the previous 70 years! The result: From 1'960 to -1K4.
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.
higher 'education enrollments grew by 152f-;

This enormous grow th in numbers Of studentsiboth required and
facilitated a similar expansion in the infrastructure of the higher
education system From 1942 to 1972, the number of higher educa-
tion institutions increased from about 1,800 to about 3,000. To staff
the new and bigger institutions, the total number of faculty grew
during the same period from about 120 thousand to more than 500
thousand, an increase of over :or,. All of this expansion was ex-
pensive but a growing economy absorbed the cost without discom-
fort, and .even with some enthusiasm, the widespread belief being
that higher education ,contributed to the cconoinic growth of both
the individual and the nation. The stock arketzoomed to the mil-
lenium, transporting college and foun ation endowments to ethe-
real heights. Political economists ann need that education would
have to ex'pand to absorb all the man- ours of leisure time that
would come with the two-trillion-dollar econom. Meanw pile much
of the growth in college and university budgets came from the in-

, creasing, prodigality of what Garrett Hardin calls "Santa Claus,"
otherwise known as the Federal Government. From 1960 to 1975,
annual federal expenditures on higher education grew from $700
million to,$8.8 billion, an increase of 1150'7.

In the 1970's, however, it has become increasingly clear that the
soaring balloon of higher education in the U.S. is about to rupture,
bringing the age of exponential'growth to an end. The higher edu-
cation system has no run into three major limits to further ex-
ponential growth. .

\
The first of,these-is the liniitation of enrollment. The last mem-

bers of the baby boom generation soon ,will. have entered the col-
lege age group. In the course or the next 15 years, the 18-22 year
old group, tra4litionally supplying the bulk of the student popula-
tion of colleges and universities, will progressi ely and dramatically
decrease in size. From 1977 to 1983, the number of 18 year olds in
the U.S population' will decrease by about 16:;.. According to Cen-1 sus Bureau data, the U.S f girth ,rate decreased Ly 24r-f in the period
from 1960 to 1972. Thus, otha'thirigs being' equal, the freshman
class in American colleges:and universities. would be about 1/4
smaller in 1990 than in 197. Because of fluctuations in the birth
rate over the last 15 years, the enrollment problems of colleges and
universities over short periods could be even more traumatic than
this long-term decline implies. For example, in the two years from
1970 to 1972, the total number of births per year in the U.S. de-
creased by about 13(:. Again other thin r' being equal, this means
that the freshman class of 1990 could be expo o _be 13fi; smaller
than that of 1988. Of course other things rarely, remain the same
and taking some additional factors into account, the Carnegie pro-
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' jection of higher education enrollment trendsa total increase ofabout 20' during the 1970's and a 9 decrease in the 1980's-:is
less dramatic. Still, it is dear that for the next 15 years or more the
tradition'al 18-22 year old- student is going to be an increasingly rare
commodity in higher education.

The other tWo major limits, to growth of the U.S. higher educa-tion system are rising- costs and limited or declining income. "Nu-ble digit", inflation hi recent years has eaten through the fat in col-lege and university budgets, into the muscle, and in many cases,right down to the bone. Meanwhile economic recession has de-pleted state and local treasuries as well as the stock market, de-
creasing income for both public and private higher education in-stitutions. But as long as taxpayers continue to subsidize publiccolleges and universitiesas they almost certainly willthe latter'schances of long-term survival are probably good. The situation isfar more serious in the private isector. If existing economic condi-tans persist for several yearsas I am nearly certain they willtheprivate Actor of American higher education may be decimated ifnot wholly eradicated. The existing trend is certainly not encourag-ing. In 1950, 2/3 of American college and university students wereenrolled in private institutions; by 1970 that proportion had beenreduced to 1/3; and currently it is close to only 1/4. Daniels,Moyni-han observes that a 10(7 rate of inflation reduces a $1 billion en-dowment to $386 million in 10 years. Under such circumstances,Moynihan speculates, "by die 1990's private universities as theyare now known could well have disappeared, been absorbed intostate systems, or divested themselves of all but their few profitableoperations."5

The Probable Future of U.S. Higher Education
Given the reality of at least 15 to 20 years of limi6\to growth,what does the most probable future of the U.S.. higher education

system look like? The term which has been popularly applied tothis new ,era in highet education is "steady state." While this term"is roughly correct, it masks many significant aspects of the econ-omy of higher education during the_next generation.
In my view, the most probable future of the higher educationsystem can simply be represented by the graph on page 28.The graph is an approximate representation of the probable trendin enrollment over the 20 year period from .1970 ,to 1990. Enroll-

ment can probably be taken as.a proxy for other. arameters of thehigher education system,.e.g., income (deflated), number Of institu-tions, number of faculty and staff, etc.
The graph projects an average steady state around a slew secular

decline. But leis marked by sizeable osciViong within the bounds of
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I

1990

a fairly broad envelope. This graphical representation is greatly sim-
plified. Actually the wide fluctuations which I su:At est will character-
ize the future of U.S. higher education in the next one to two decades
will exist not much for the system as a whole but, more signifi-
cantly, these oscillations will occur within state and local higher
education systems, within both multi-campus and single-campus
institutions, and w ithin academic fields; all With varying periods and
intensities. That the envelope of these oscillations is depicted as
narrow ing somew hat in the future is to suggest that as time goes by
higher education management may develop mechanisms for damp-
ing these fluctuations. This may be an optimistic assumption. Indeed,
a number of potential "system,breaks" could make the futurp of the
higher education system far more chaotic than what this graph sug-
ge,ts. On the other hand, the point of the graph is that the future of
higher education is likely to be a good deal more dynamic than what
the term "steady state" may imply.

.Thie fairly simple dynamic analysis is based pn a mental mod of
the Juture of the world and U.S. economies derived from wo on

limits to growth by Forrester, Meadows, Georgescu-Roegen, aly,
Schumacher, Henderson and others. A siin ar mehtal model is pro -
sided impressively by Akin Toffler's recent ook, The Eco-Spasm
Report.6 Tn Toffler's vision, the "eco-spastic" conomythe kind of
economy `the U.S. and most other neions hive pow. entered is
characterized by both inflation and stagnation; high unemployment,
and labor shortages, cancerous urban growth and grinding urban
decay, etc., all occurrinkat the same time in different places, or in
the same place at diffirent times. The effect of this eco-spastic
econosy, on the U.S. ,higher education systern.will, befrapid fluctua-
tioii in the various demands and constraints experienced by.variods
parts of the system, coupled with multi=year delays between causes
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(employment opportunities, financial odes, academic "fasliion
cycles, etc,) and effects (changes in'enrollment, changes in curricu-
lum, changes in "hard" and "soft" resources, changes in faculty
composition; etc.). The result will be the kind of oscillatory "o' er-
shoot-undershoot" behavior depicted in the graph.

This overshoot-undershoot pattern is already detectable..in the -.

recent enrollment behaior ,in such higher educatiobsy stems
as medicine, law, engineering, and proprietary schools. I will en-
ture to predict that within the near future, the same kind of o) el--
shoot as nd decline w ill be observed in the two-year community col- .

leges, --a set of higher education institutions that until the'present'
has enjoyed steady and prodigious growth. This coming downturn
in the two-year community colleges will be the product of the gen-
eral economic conditions mentioned aho%e, the saturation of high-
ly localized enrollment markets, the demographic limits mentioned
earlier, and a generaldisenchantment with the. lure of so-called
"career education." ,

The oscillatory, overshoot-undershoot, pattern in U.S. highett
education wilrpgrs:ist as long as world and national le-kesi.. con-
tinue to marinate in eco-spastic policies. While we can hope .and
work for 'more compe ent leadership, eien radical change at the
top of government, but ss, and other institutions will not pro-
duce the social, political, economic, and psychological transforma-
tion to a postindustrial, postreco-spasm world in less than a gen-
eration, and maybe' not even in .the'span ora lifetime. The chal-
lenge such erRtically fluctuating-conditions pose for higher educa-

Ilion institutional planning is evident. The Most likely response to
this challenge will be more contingency planning for al ernative
futures and a managerial slant towar low-risk, "minimax" solu-
tions to long- range problems. As su% led in the graph, the

(

success of purely economic, managerial initiati%es in dealing with
these conditions is likely to be niarginal at best.

Confronted with this intimidating reality, many leaders of the
higher education-system afe,,sear-ching for loopboles.,,Ope popular
responge to the problem posed by limits to growth is to simply deny
its existence, A number of articles in. the recent literature on higher
education take this approach and argue'that the existing con-
straints on U.S. higher education are only temporary, soon to be-
relieved by the return of the regime of exponential grwth. In my'.- a

opinion, this view can best be characterized as ':w histling in the
dark."

ilots of Tr he higher education enterprise are emulating
t'he tack taken by the captains of such industriil fir s as Lockheed
and Penn Central and are looking toward the Peder 1 Government
Santa Clausfor relief. Specifically, it

3/4

is argued at a e
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alteration of national spending prioritiesthat is, giving higher
education a bigger of national budgetcould alleviate the
limits_to4auss_th that currently exist in higher educatiOn.7 Xn the./ short term this might he so, and there are certainty legitimate ar-
gumentS in fasor of allocating a larger amount of government

--funds to education and research, especially in lig t of the astro-.
numical amounts that are wasted on weapons nd so-called "de-
fense "

flow ever, ss e must recognize, first, t& federal expenditures on
higher education have increased steadiiTand substantially for 20
years, t at an increase in federal spending on higher education
from a little. o% er $3 }lion in 1970,to slightly less than $9 billion in
1973 did not oven keep 'th the rate of inflation, and that the
political reality is that a majo -increase in fede al support for high-
er education in the near'future is highly u likely. Second, and
Euureimpottant, we should ;ealize that suc solution would Qnly
postpone, and probably amplify, the crisis American' higher educa-
tion is facing in the next few years. As noted earlier, the national
economy is now running into its own limits to growth, and will
simply not enjo the prolonged and rapid growth of the past 30
years during the ext two ,generations. Weed, recurring periods
of serious economic instability and decline ire foreseeable, and
iC national leadership ontinues at its current level of incompe-
tency,, thesemay be critical or even disastrous in proportion.
Therefore, 'even a substantially larger relative share of such an
ifecr-spastic economy. will not return the U.S. higher eddcation sys-
te to its now terminated "golden age" of monotonic exponential
gm\ th.

The A demic Revolution
In a book entitled The Academic Revolut oe published in 1968,

Christopher Jencks and David Riesman pr ented a widely read
avid ss ell respected analysis of the evolution of the modern Ameri-
can higher education system. Their thesis is worth summarizing

"here;siIceit provides a useful framework for interpreting the evo-
lutionary significance of the events shaping higher edu ation in
the U.S. during the next two decades.

From the ea ly days of the American colonies through th nine-
teenth century 'n the U.S., colleges were formed, mainly as s ecial
interest instituti ns, serving the parochial needs of social, political,
economic, or religious subcultures. Often these institutions, were
started by a .'ngle charisMatic individual and almost always de-
rised the' support from the particular subculture to
which they catered. The college president,, in collaborati6n with
the donors and trustees, dominated the character and guiclance---
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the institution. The still largely un rofessionalized faculty exer-
little power in institutional affa rs.,And collegesThharnselves

dyed a relatiVely minor role in the, ife of American society.
il "'The last half of the nineteenth and first half of the twentieth cen-

t ies saw 'the "take-off" of the modern industrial resolution in the
This revolution Was not merely technological but also a revolu-

t On in social theoryand'organizational structure, leading es entually
,

-' the rise of (he Industrial or the Corporate State. The modern in-
Istria] revolat ,i4... has been characterized 113 a "nationalization"
v this I mean not governmental expropriation but a process of

nition-wide diffusion and integration) and hetemenization of,
pkevinusly parochial, homogeneous institutions, includitlx the tra-

tional colleges. A major result of the modern industria) revolu-
on was the rise of Michael Young's "meritocracy," in ,wffich a
n- nctionat class structure, based on, parochial origin was re-.

\by a functional class structure based on competence, in-
6?ivst, and nclnerement.

The rise of the meriperatic Industrial State both facilitated and
dginanded what Jencks and Riesman called the "academic 'revolu-
&n," IA hqse central characteristic was the rise of the modeFriitibt-
Ikrs4y. By waid, War I there were two dozen "major" universi-
ties in the NTsS. a these, with a few additions, have dominated
American Ifigher. ec cation right up to the present.
t The major conseq nces of the academic revolution- for ArrNri-

Can' higher education are the following:
"Faculty haN become professionalized to the point of establishing what

Ancks and iesman called the "academic profession." To a large ex-
-7 tent this was lade possible by the growth and nationalization of re-

sources for scholarly activity.
By the turn of the century most of the existing academic disciplines

had been established. The discipline-based department has since be-
come the principal unit of academic administration.

The faculty as a body has become ("de facto" if not "de.jure") the pre-
eminent power in institutional goNernance, relegating the president
and trustees to a secondary, or even tertiary, role.

Faculty- ha becomeoredominantly ini,olved in scholarly research
and discipli v athancement, and correspondingly less concerned
with the ed Pion of the young.

'Graduate prof \ .ionaT training has become the major goal of Lider-, gradilale educatio and, concomitantly w hat Jencks and Riesman
called the "university college" has become-the dominant model for
undergraduate institutions.

In, genyral, higher education has become "a major growth industry,
,consuming about L percent of GNP, directly touching the lives of per
haps I percent.of the population, and exercising an indirect influence
on the whole of societr'i3

v\ In the view of Jencks a.nd Riesman, the major impact of the aca-
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demic resolution on undergraduate education has occurred mainly
since the late 1950's Until that..t-i-mr, the rise of the, university had
fairly little effect on undergraduate education. Since then the uni-
versity college has become the lominant model for undergraduate
education in the U,S. The primary purpose of such an undergrad-
uate institution is "to prepare students for graduate work of some
kind "10 and for ultimate entry into the academic profession. While
only about 5r7-1 of undergraduate institutions have qt this, descrip-,
tion fully, it has defined the goikls and standards of excellence for
almost all. Two-year community colleges have become four-year
institutions. Privates and state t9acher's colleges, and state land-

/grant ("A and M") colleges have soLtht to "upgade" theniselves
into "liberal arts" institutions. And .public and private four-year
colleges have orked to develop into universities. The power of the
lure of the university college mullet is further evidenced by the
fact that in many cases these traisformations, from two-year to
four-year college-, from special-purpose to liberal arts college,.or
from college to university, haye been cosmetic, often involving a
change in name only.

A review of the thesis of Jencks and RiesmaVbrings out a par-, ocularly relev ant fact: The roots of the academic revolution in
A ericad higher education were in growth. Rapid economic ex-
par sion and growth NN ere the foundation blocks on
which the edifice of the academic revolution was erected.

First, the initpos( of the academic revolution was to serve the
needs of the growth-based Iiidustrial State. The effects of the aca-
demic resolution were: to make colleges and universities "more
useful to other established national institutions "; to "make higher
education Ipok like a fairly effective instrument for meritocratic
sorting and grading of the future employees"; and to "help pro-
mote and disseminate values and skills useful iit the maintenance
of the established institutions."

#Second, exponential industrial and population ON th made the
academie, resolution po8sIblc. The rise of the un ve silk' was fi-
nanced by the growth and nationalization of capital. The early de-
velopment of the university college in the 1920's and 1930's was
accelerated by "unprecedented growth in enrollment."12 And its
ascendancy to dominance since the late 1950's was made possible
by both prodigious economic growth and explosive growth in en-..

rollments. Economic growth endowed scholars with unprecedented
resources for the pursuit of their work. Thisi.nc aced both the eco-
nomic and social status of the academic profess on, making it the
career most sought-after by undergraduate students. Great re-

.) sources also served to strengthen the power of the faculty. At the
same time, enormous growth in the student population allowed
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T_______--,---..ti
selectivity 'to° do'

A
ninate expansion in e'n ollment, giving prestigious

institutions the 4pick of the crop and I taranteeing the .dominance
of the academic erito racy. s s

in short, grow 'mad the aca4mic k volution possible in Mu h
ithe same tt ay it ade he modern i

tq m
du trial revolution possib

r\thby resulting confli s th okh the et, a -ism of the ever-expan
ng pie As June s a d RieSm n put it in a, tellin we'd/aqui
ark: "It is alw easier t redistribute resources and potter

ieriods of grow th, cause he progressives can be given m
without the stand-patters appearing to get less."13 \ ,So intimately 1,1,a the academic revolution tied to \the growth-v,
sased modern industrial revolution that the university and its ,

farm" organization, the university college, came td mirror the
corporate organiztitional structure of the Indus rial State in the,
process of sertingit. The form of the university became increas-
ingly analogous to the conglomerate corporation, as in both the
concept and reality of Clark Keri's "multiversity."

The Second Academic Revolution

Within the framework provided by Jencks and Riesman, it evi-
dent that the scenario of the li.S. higher education system's f

offered earlier implies drastic erosion of the academic revolu- ;
Con's base. Limits to growth set the stage or -a second 'academic
r volution within the next generation, inevitably, leading to 'a radi:z._it
ca transformation of the American higher education system. How
the second academic revolution will proceed and what its ultimate
outc me will be remain uncertain, depending greatly on the
choics made now and in the immedia,te future by those concerned
with higher education's governance. the, process of chan e
will not he the same as the first aeade

t
ic revolution. No is th,

outcome of the second academic revolution likely to be what is
generally desirkl or anticipated in many quarters\ of today's high-
er education system.

To begin with, the outcome of The second academic revolution
is unlikely to see the survival of the established liberal education
model epitomized by the university college as a central feature of
the higher education *stem. Graduate professional education and
the university college which have served as its "West Point" simply
cannot expect a future role as dominant in scope as that of the re-
coil past. The immediate reason is a 'direct consequence of the
limits to growth of higher education. Namely, e academic profes-
sion which modern liberal education evolved p marily to serve is
now on the verge of bankruptcy.

John Kemeny, the president of Dartmouth College, has one
some illuminating calculations showing the future of the demie
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profession as increasingly a Hobson's choice betty een "texturing
in" and a high rate of "moitality."I I Assume that it is desirable for
junior faculty in a conventional college or university to have a bet-
ter than even, say 55%, chance of ultimately achieving tenure.
Kemeny, demonstrates that in equilibrium (that is, once fluctua-
tions produced by changes in the rate of growth are "damped
out"), under conditions of rapid institutional grow th (5% per year),
50% .of an institution's faculty w ill he on tenure, under slow growth
Cr. per year), the proportion of.tenured faculty increases to 60%;
and under zero growth, about 68% or 2/3 of the faculty would be
tenured. Extrapolating from Kemeny's figures, under the condi-
tions of actual decline that will probably exist for many if not most
higher_education institutions in the next decade, the proportion of
tenured faculty could go as high as 3/4 or .even higher, especially
in light of the fact that the system is nbt "in equilibrium," having
recently acquired a disproportionately large number of young ten-
ured faculty members.

In other words, under the assumption of a 557. probability of
;junior faculty'achieving tenure, only about 1/4 of existing faculty
jobs could he expected to be open to new prospective entrants into
the academic profession during the next one to two decades. Or,
asstiming the continuation of the now stana'rd.policy of giving
junior faculty members six or "seven probationary years before
either- receiving tenure or being dismissed from the institution,
less than 4q of existing faculty positions would be open to newi?Ph.D.'s entering the academic profession each year. If the aca-
demic profession in the U.S. continued to number about 500;000
members, this would mean that it could not absorb more than
about 20,000 new Ph.D.'s per year, which N slightly more than half
the number currently being.produced, and less than half the number
prOjected to be produced in 1984. Another way of looking at this is
that if supply equalled demand, on average each faculty member
would be producing one Ph.D. per 25 years of academic service.'

But, it may be argued, a tenure ratio of 2/3 to 3/4 of all faculty,
is clearly so undesirable that surely institutions would take steps
to prevent becoming so "tenured in." However, assuming that-
rules were promulgated limiting the proportion of faculty on ten-
ure in a given institlitiod to not more than 60%, Kemeny's calcu-
lations indicate that junior faculty would stand less than a 40%
chance of achieving tenure under conditions of zero growth. Un-
'der the more probable conditions of slow "hegative growth," I
estimaterniat the odds against a junior faculty member winning
tenure would be about 2 to 1. This by itself would make the aca-
demic profession a far less attractive career option than it has been
to date. tie situation is exacerbated by the fact that the individual,
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equipped with a liberal education w ho cannot find a position in the
academic profession has extremely fev, alternative career options
at anywhere near the same socioeconomic level. The credentials
provided by the university college and its emulators simply have
little currency in the existing and projected American job market.
James O'Toole has pointed out that by 1980, 25'; of working
Americans w will have a college degree, w hile only about 20% of all
jobs will require a college education. The estimate of the Bureau
of Labor StAtistics is that by 1980 there will be a 140,000 per year
"surplus" of college graduates.''

Under either of the above sets of assumptions, therefore, the
academic profession becomes an increasingly "high js14'-career
option from the viewpoint offstudents, "high riset") both in the
sense that the achievement of secure entry int/t academic pro-
fession is highly improbable, and in the sen that failure to
achieve such entry carries an increasingly' lh cost (both direct
cost and opportunity cost). As students ecome more aware of
these facts, the attractiveness of the aea.demic profession ass ca-
reer option must decline proportiorelY. But this, in turn, creates
a "positive feedback loop" that makes thol, hole theorem even
more dismal than what already ha,s:been stated. For as the attrac-
tiveness of the academic profession as a career declines, so too
must the student demand fo /th iberal education whole over-
whelming purpose and., val is the training of academic profes-
sionals- And that must nd to decrease enrollment even more,
leading to even more rapid "negative, growth" a universities and
colleges, producing eveln more pery 'ive entrenchment of the aca-
demic profession, yid so on; inevtably driving the whole system'
toward some kirni of collapse. I short, liberal education as epito-
mized in the iversity college has little long-term future in the
U.S. except a luxury for tFe most affluent.

Nor do see much likelih od of th'e resurrection in the future of
the pre cademic-revolutio "liberal arts" tradition as a central
featu of U.S. higher education. TO say that traditional knowledge
is tally irrelevant to the problems of today and tomorrow would
b unfair. But to argue as Hutchins and the neo-traditionalists

/have, that' the ancients had a virtual monopoly on valuable knowl-
edge, is fabulously naive and ultimately stultifying. This view/ grossly disregards the enormous expansion of human knowledge
and the evolutionary transformation of planetary civilizhion in
modern times. How much could Aristotle really haye to say rele-
vant to nuclear safeguards, the Nixon tapes, or the destruction of
the ozonosphere by spray deodorants? About 9.07r of all the. scien-
tists Who ever lived are alive today. Is it logical to assume .then
that. only the dead wrote "great books"?
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On the other hand, the id(a/ of the liberal arts tradition,t&
creation of effective, self-reliant bort/cr... endowed with harks .of
thought nd action appropriate for competent societal leadership ,

has alw s been, and w ill continue to be, meritorious. But the
traditional liberal arts system was ne er consciously or scientificalK.
designed to () this, and in fact did it poorly at best, at worst not at
All. Indeed. (he current "prublematique huniaine" can be blamed
to some extent on the failure of traditional education effectively to
realize this ideal That many of the graduates of the traditional
liberal arts schools and colleges seem historically to have achieved
great things in Western society probably says more about the soci-
ology of those institutions than about the quality of their curricula.

Given the growing unattractiveness of a higher education at-
tuned _mainly to training for at2demic profession, and the ir-
relevancy oP much that is offered under the rubric of the "liberal
arts tradition," a shift in the allocation of higher education enroll-
ments is' hardly surprising. as is well known to observers of the
higher education scene, students in recent years increasingly have
been attracted to vocational and technical training in two -year
community colleges .and ;proprietary schools. The same trend is
represented in the upper levels of higher education by a growing
proportion of students pursuing the "practical" professions; e.g.,
medicine, law, engineering, business, etc. In the demographic and
economic conditions that exist in the today,' this attempt to
find a better returh on investment in higher education is quite log-
ical. Yet I believe the promise of so-called "career education" will
soon be fou d false for most students, and the trend ih this direc-
tion will tur out to he a cul-de-sac.

Defaults o go ernment-insured student loans are now epidemic
in-the rS. the result mainly of the failure of proprietary institu-
tions to eet the ocational expectations or students. One can
only wonder how long it will he before the same phenomenon oc-
curs in non-profit community colleges and vocational /technical
schools. The latter make the same kinds of promises as 'the propri-
etary institutions that hold out education as the key to economic
security and athancement, and ultimately they will not he able to
keep such promises either. This is true of career education-. gen-
erally. In an eco-spastic economy, no amount or kind of education
will earry a significant guarantee of economic security or even
economic benefit (net return on investment).

Career education cannot work. First, because, there will not and
cannot he ,enough economic growth in the U.S. in the future to
absorb a labor force rapidly growing as a result not only of the
baby boom but also of the increased desire, of women to work, and
of the just aspiration of ininprities previously excluded from the
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economy or consigned to its fringes to enjoy a more central role.
And career education cannot w ork, second, because rapid change
Toffler's "future shuck " Mill make the period of obsolescence
of most existing careers shorter than the working lifetime t40 to 50
}ears) of a worker Indeed, the educatiohal programs w hich pur-
port to train people for many careers will last longer than the ca-
reers themselves

Towards au Ecological Education
This discussion' has focused so far mainly on the impact of Tof-

flees "(,co-,warm" un the future economy of American higher edu-
cation. But there is another side of the story w hich now needs to
be considered, centering on higher education's responsibillty in a
world undergoing the throes of an ecological crisis.

The solution of the global ecological crisis requires the creatjon
of a sustainable state of planetary, social/ecological equilibrium,
generally requiring an end to human population growth, and an
end to what Herman Dalyth calls "growthmania" economies of
both Marx and Keynes. Many possible alternative futures could
satisfy these requirements. But the futures emerging from current
world policies could not. The process of achieving a state df sus-
tainable equilibrium is therefore not incremental transition
"muddling through" hut must be a radical transformation of the
structure, theory, and technology of established society.

In the transformation from ecological crisis to equilibrium, educa-
tion has a central role to play, since such radical change clearly re-
quires tearnotg. Because the urgency of the planetary crisis,de-
mands that transformation begin immediately, the task of learhing
cannot he left to ,children, The priority focus must be on adults.
Thus the burden for w hat Donald Michael t7 calls "future respon-
si'e 'societal learning" falls most heavily on education at the post-
secotidary level. Yet conventional higher education has little ex-
perience or ,competency in the learning required for planetary
transformation. Neither its espoused goals nor its processes sire ap-
propriate. If it is assumed therefore that one is talking about the
conentional model, the.suggestion that "education" holds the key
to planetary survival, welfare, and development sounds naive.

To get around this problem, since 1972 I have used the -term "eco,
logical education" as a label for an alternative model of education
explicitly dedicated to the creation of sustainable global futures, and
embracing processes appropriate for transformation to a new world
order. The philo'sophy of ecological education begins in the recog-
nition that a major challenge the ecological crisis poses for educa-
tion is to cultivate a new, ecological consciousness, combining de:
ments of occidental, oriental, and other more "primitive" modes of
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thought, and respecting the complex connectedness of individual,
society, and environment. 'this is a challenge,conventional educa-
tion is inherently ill-suited to meet. We nand a new, ecological con-
ception of education which differs from conventional education in
terms of both goals and processes. .

Where conventional education is oriented toward the past and
maintenance of the status quo. ecological education must he di-
rected toward the future and adaptive change. Where the objectives
of (Any entional education are treated as having intrinsic or narrowly
economic value, the objectives of ecological education are rational-
ized in terms of planetary survival, welfare, and development.
Where conventional education is restricted to a narrowly-defined
function of the social order, ecological education must embrace the
full spectrum of communication, control and learning processes that
govern our world social/ecological system:

The redefinition of educational goals must be symbolized by a
new model of the "ediscated person." The historical models of the
educated pe,rson, whether the Renaissance man or the academic .

specialist, that so far have epitomized the goals of higher education,
'are simply inapplicable to the contemporary human and planetary
condition. The needed, new model of the educated person will have

two general bases. One is a new image of the place of humanity in
a complex, global ecological system. As a recent report from the
Stanford Research Institute put it, "the increasingly serious dilem-
mas of industrialized society appear to require for their resolution,
a drastically- changed image of man- on- eartfi. "1R The second is a
new 'standard of competence in both leadership and general citizen-
ship. The conventional wisdom dominating our social, political, and
economic institutions is grlossly incompetent to deal with the chal-
lenges of limits to growth and transformation to equilibrium.

The educated person capable" of leading the transformation of
dynamically conservative social systems from a state of crisis to one
of equilibrium can he called a "transformer." While.vve do riot yet
have complete knowledge of all that a transformer must do and
know, enough of a pool of knoW ledge and skill exists for us to be-
gin putting together the pieces of an "adequate" ecological educa-
tion to produce in the immediate future at least a more-educated
leadership and public.

A curriculum for- ecological education should have six essential
charactekstics. First, it should be nitilti-kedled, cultivating learning
not only at the simplest level, but at the higher levels of "learning-
to-learn," and expansion of consciousness. Second, interdiviplinary,
going beyond the cafeteria approach of a "multidisciplinary" grab-

"hag to a rigorous and intellectually sound synthesis effectively span-
ning disciplinary boundaries. Third, probkm-centered, consciously
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focusing on critical problems of planetary survival, welfare, and
crevelopment. Fourth, futums-orictitui. appling the increasingly_
sophisticated tools'of futuristics to the imagination, design, and im-
plementation of atterpative, sustainable futures. Fifth, global. es-
chewing parochialism and chauvinism, and making its primary
concern the condition of the planet as a w hole.-And finally, it should
be loll 11111111She. cultivating the full intellectual, emotional, physical,
and spiritual\qelopment of the w hole human being.

Equal in importance to the curriculum of ecological education is
the _process through w hich the curriculum is implemented. While
the process of an adequate ecological education could have mangy
characteristics, a few ke ones can be mentioned here. The process
should stress utility both to the individual and the society. The pro-
cess should be enjoyable, engaging participation through positive
reinf9rcement, and unleashing creativit3, imagination, and excite-
ment, The settings of ecological education should be both experi-
mental and experiential in nature, emphasizing the creation and
evolution of comprehensive social/ecologicalvalternatives. Generally,
and perhaps most important, the social and physical structure of the
setting of ecological education should be as consistent as possible

ith the content and philosophy of the curriculum.
In 1974 I directed a research project at the Western Interstate

Commission for Higher Education w ith support from the Rockefel-
ler Brothers Fund, one of I.\ hose goals was to assess the response of
higher education as a system to the challenge of ecological crisis.,
The conclusion of this study was not encouraging.

On the positie side, at least since 1970 and the first Earth Day.
there has' been growing interest on college and university campuses
in the problems of grow th anrequilit)rium. A sizeable number of
courses and programs have developed focusing on such problem
areas as environment, population, resources, urbanization, technol-
ogy, and the changing role of women, as well as in broader interdis-
ciplinary areas such as futuristics and systems science. But in an
American higher education system of some 3,000 institutions, half a
million faculty, and nine million students, the total scope of such ef-
forts is relatively miniscule. Probably fewer than 57. of U.S. higher
education institutions meaningfully can be called "?nnoa 'e," and
of these only a few are pursuing innolation along 1. . consistent
with the criteria of ecological education. In an admittedly incom-
plete but still broad survey, we discovered not a single academic
program satisfying all of the criteria of an adequate ecological edu-
cation.

The efforts of the several hundred people in American -higher edu-
cation w-ho,have worked on creating courses and programs at least 4
approaching the needs of ecological education are mliritorious. Yet
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the efforts for the must part have been small in sca disointed,
inefficiently duplicatite; often parochial, and someti es of poor
quality. The absence of an established center or full -time facilitator
working to integrate and upgrade these efforts lias hampered corn-
municatio'n and the sharing of experience and resources. The lack of
organization may' also account for t'he pitifully small supp'ort existing
Mils in Oeologieal education recei%e from institutions and funding

agencies.
I said earlier, it is impossible to predict the course or outcome

of the second academic ret ulutiunsince these Mill depend on choices
made ill the near future by those invoked Nt ith the governance of
American higher education. So I w uuld not presume to say that eco-
logcal education ill be the outcome of the second academic ret olu-
tint) I Mill tenture, how eter, to argue that ecological education
-/mid be the goal of the second academic resolution, for two basic
reasons.

The first is that our society needs something like what I have called
ecological education, and needs it especially at the postsecondary
le%cl. The problems posed by limits to growth will not go away until
today 's adult leaders and citizens come to grips with the necessity of
transforming society to a state of demographic, economic, and en-
ironmental equilibrium. The only alternative to suchsa conscious

transformation is the blind transformation that Malthusian mecha-
Msms of misery, violence, disorder, and death will impose by de-
fault. Many people hate now become conscious of this necessity;

et el en as they hate, it has become clear that we generally lack the
know ledge and skill required to carry out the radical transformation
of our society peacefully, justly, and effectively. Witness the two
cars of impotent floundering that hate constituted our gotern-

nicnt's attempt to formulate a national energy policy. Unless our
higher education system adopts an actite role jn creating the con-

se iousness arid competence required for-transformation from eco-
gical irisi5 to global equilibrium, civilization's chances for survival

will be on a par with the proverbial snowball in hell.
The second reason why ecological education should be the goal of

the second academic revolution is that such a choice offers a signifi-
cant hope that higher education of meaning and quality could sur-

ite, and even flourish, in the future. To say that ecological educa-
tion is higher education's "last, best hope would be presumptuous,
if nut hyperbolic. But to my knowledge, there is nothing else on the
table that offers as much hope, if any, for higher education's future.
For reasons stated earlier, the maintenance of the conventional lib-
eral model, the neo-traditionalist resurrection of the liberal arts,
and the greed;, infatuation with career education are all dead ends.
higher education management systems may be of some table in
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stable times but will not prove of decisive value under the turbulent
conditions of the eco-spasm. To the extent that these techniques.arc
rooted in assumptions shared with "grow thmania" economics, they
may serve to make.matters worse. Admittedly,.the theory and praxis
6f ecological education are very young and undeveloped. But the
basic goal of ecolOgical education is to be maximally useful to soci-
ety in an' epoch of millenial crisis and change. To the extent that
higher education is responsible and useful to society during its hour
of great need, it is logical to assume that the higher education sys-

, tem.will be proportionately supported by society.
"Nklu.In the first academic revolution the economic system clearly led

. the higher education system. In the second academic revolution, the
process of change must be different if it is to achieve a positive re-
sult, and the higher education system must take the responsibility
of leading the economic system. To follow is to pursue crisis and to
court disaster.

Whether higher education can accept the responsibility of leader-
ship, and embrace radical change both for its own sake'and the sake
of society remains to be seen. Certainly De outcome of the academic
reform movement of the turbulent 1960ri is not encouraging. .

According to Gerald Grant and David Riesman, the major and al-
most only significant academic reform emerging from the last de-
cade is the student's greater freedom to design his own curriculum.19
To what extent this is progressive and to what extent retrograde is
debatable. Certainly it was desirable that students and faculty alike
be liberated from the oppressive tendencies of the feudalistic, de-
partment-dominated academy. But while we should oppose the stul-
tifying rigidities of the academic discipline-department, we must
not reject academic "discipline" as a generic concept. Useful and
responsible education cannot be achieved without some kind of dis-
cipline and demand for quality (a' mueh-abused and confused term).
In .practice the alternative to the tortures of the Procrustean bed too,:
often has been the impotent delirium of the lotus eater. It does not
follow that the only alternative to education-for-vocation (whether
academic or economic) is education-for-the-hell-of-it. A meaningful
synthesis of discipline and flexibility is both possible and essential.

As students have become scarce, higher education institutions
have become increasingly indulgent of the demands of students-as-
consumers. Similarly; as dollars have become scarce, colleges and
universities have become more pliant than ever to /the parochial de-
mands of special interests that can pay for their serv. es (e.g., the
pending arrangement between the government of an and MIT's
nuclear engineering department). But the rise of educational ilo
your-own-thing-manship and the economic prostitution of higher
education should not be confused with responsibility and leadership.
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An educational system which obsequiously tolerates the whims of
students and.the narrow est interests of society tNhile failing to make
an authoritatise effort to sene long-range needs of both ultimately
w ill lose the respect of students, parents, alumni, and the public and
private benefactors of educational institutions.

The failure of colleges and unisersities to make a useful contribu-
tion to the solution of the ecological crisis could lead to thd public
discrediting of hitcher education, and even greater retrenchment
and ossification of the sy stem. And the larger result could be a vacu-
um that might-w-ell be filled by a new wave of anti-intellectualism,.
fanaticism, and demagoguery

These potential _failures and attendant dangers must be ,recog-
nized But a positise siew of the second. academic resolution is also

.possible. A substantial number of people in American higher educa-
tion today are actively working tg advance the system towards a
model like that of ecological. education. A number of institutions are
resisting the pressures of retrenchment and are pursuing new hori-
zons. The individuals invoked in this innovative movement yet may
turn out to he the Vanguard of a new', ecologically-orientsd, future-
rasponsise academic revolution. If the mainstream orthe bigher
education system chooses to support and build on their efforts, the
goals of ecological education stand a good chance of being achieved.

Earlier I listed the major impacts of the first academic revolution
on the U.S. higher education system. I would like now to present a
parallel list t-C; suggest the potential effects on, the higher education
system of a second academic resolution-based on the model of eco-
logical education. To a large extent this list is premature, the theory
and methodology of ecological education still being in the early
stages of their des elopment. But I think it would be unfair to.criti-

, Lize existing trends in higher education without providing some al-
_

ternatire image.
The first academic resolution replaced the old parochialism of re-

ligious, ethnic, *xual, and geographical special interests with tbe
new parochialism of disciplines anbprofessions. The second aca-
demic resolution must transcend parochialism itself. The major out-
come of the second academic revolution in this speculative projec-
tion is the replacement of the now-dominant multiversity-university
by a more holistic, more truly "universal" institution. Elactly what
this new institution looks like I cannot say, but the following ere-a
few clues:

There is a qualitative change in the nature of the academic profession.
A greater premium (not just lip service but in the structure of rewards)
is placed on the spanning of boundaries, both among professions and
disciplines and between the "ivory tower" and the "real world."
There are still academic specialists in chemistry, economics, history,
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etc. But they are compleMented by a substantial body of rigorous
generalists, whose role currently isanticipated in the, growing ranks of
academic mavericks who go under such titles as "futurist," "environ-
mentalist," "urbanologist," orit"comparist." There is also A new group
of profe,.ssional "instructors" whose skills and roles are largely Inde-
pendent of any particular academic discipline or subject.

The. discipline -based department is no longer the main unit of aca-
demic administration, replaced by a matrix-like structure which bal-
ances interdisciplinary and disciplinary interests. The structure also
has a "core," devoted to the cultivation of the competencies of the
educated person as transformer

As long as faculty behave as a conservative force and dbstacle to
change, power flows awa3... from the faculty as a body toward the ad:
ministration and the outside constituencies of the institution. How-
everjnnovative faculty who build bridges to these other centers of
power eventually take the lead in academic reform, resulting in the
restoration alhe faculty to prominent power in institutional govern-
ance. 01

There is a growing distinction between research activist "faculty" and
professional "instructors." The latter have major responsibility for
instruction of students, young or old, although the former are used as
a major resource in "learning environments."

Training for the academic and other professions is a relatively minor
part of higher education, and thus the university college is no longer
a dominant model in the higher education system. The goals of higher
education are mainly leadership, citizenship, and individual human
development.

Surpeisingly.perhaps, beyond the limits to grow th higher education
plays a larger and more central role in society than it does today. In
the "post-industrial" society, learning and research are the major so-
cial enterprise, and education is organized on the "life-long" model., .

ThePresident as Educational Leader
In a recent television interview, Robert Hutchins declared: "If

you don't care anything about education, university president is a
great job."20 Hutchins' comment is an accurate reflection on the
role of the college and university president in the higher education
system spawned by the first academic revolution. In the present
system, the president is primarily an administrator, and the oppor-
tunities, for leadership in the administrative role generally are con-
fined to such tangibles as budgets, fund-raising, and buildings and
grounds. Educationally, which is to say pedagogically, the preident
is typically a follower and a ervant of the faculty: As Jencks and
Riesman put it: "Most univ ity presidents see their primary re-
sponsibility as `makirig th orld safe for academicians' .."21 The
course of the second academic revolution now brewing will lie influ-
enced significantly by the extent to which this image of the president
remains valid.

The second academic revolution poses three basic leadership
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-.choices for cullegp and university presidents. The first choice is v hat
mig be called the "null" choice. The president chooses, either con-
scious or by default, not to exercise leadership of any kind. The
preside_ t continues to play the role of administrator and follower
of the fac6ty,, allow ing the consetiatiNe inclinations of the faculty
as a whole to dominate the guidance of the institution. Those presi-
dents mho follow such a course IA ill find no future in it. In a time of
inexorable change, doing nothing is not a real option. What is the
conservative position on,a sinking ship? Such "do-nothing" prei-
dents IA ill either go dow n with their institutions, or prior to that will
be relieveclots' laity-, not soon to find another command.

The 'aconcl choice can be called the *-lia Lombardi*" model of
leadership. The president choosing this role is implicitly accepting

.an oershoot-and-cullapse scenario of the future of higher' education,
and intensified dog-eat-dog competition for dollars and students. In-
stitutional survival is the paramount goal and "winning" becomes
the ultimtevirtue. While in this role the president may promote
some pedagogic changeprobably finding career education an at-

, Tractie ploythe orientation of this kind of leadership is primarily
economic. If the majority of higher education executies choose this
strategy of leadership, the futtire of the system IA ill be brutish and
decadent. As in the National Football League, this mode of behavior
will produce only a few winners and many losers. And the fruits of
ictory w 1 proe comparably ephemeral. There is no future for
higher education in this, if only because there is no future for our
society in it.

The third, and only really acceptable option is for the president to
accept the responsibility for genuine educatiopal leadership. The di-
rection I would like to see such leadership takea second academic
resolution pursuing the goals of ecological educationhas been out-
lined above. Of all the roles in the higher education system, the
presidency may be the most influential from IA hich to promote the
innovations that are needed.'I do not pretend that this kind of lead-

-eV-0TP will be easy to perform, especially in light of the fact that the
age of conflict resolution through growth is now over, at least for
most institutions. Educational leadership will ultimately come down
to problems of rtdi.,,tribution of power and resources, and these prob-
lems no doubt will prove as thorny in colleges and universities as
they are w ithin and beteen nations. Indeed, they may even seem
more difficult for, as Paul Yb.isaker once said to me, "academic poli-
tics are the meanest politics."

Someone's ox is inevitably going to get gored. But that will hap-
pen any-way--is happeningunder conditions of retrenchment. edu-
cational leadership from the president actually could alleviate a
great deal of unnecessary pain and bloodletting. Members of the
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academic community should find it easier to,accept the exigencies of
change designed to be socially, responsible, than the iVernecine
sanctions of a lifeboat ethic. Nor need the president who accepts re-,
sponsibility for educational leadership feel too intimidatgd by the
pkospect of the loneliness of command. There are fkulty and stu-
dents working stolidly to create an ecologicil educq.tion on campuses

!across this country who have yearned, generally in vain, for the ac-tive support of their college or'university president. Presidents who
exercise educational leadership twill find support both within their
institution and in tite institution's environment.

I would like to conclude this discussion m.it,h a traditional tale from
the Middle East, recorded and transmitted to us by 'dries Shah. The
story goes that a man saw Nasrudin searching for something on the
:ground...",,What have you lost, Mulla?" he. asked.'

"My key," said the Mulla.
So the man went down on his krresjs too,, and they both looked forit.
After a time, the other man asked: "Where exactly did you dropit?"
"hf my own house."
"Then why are, you looking here?"
"There is more light here than inside my house."22
There are few-concerned with American higher education todaywho do not reCognize that it is in a.growing state of crisis. Yet like

the incomparable Mulla Nasrudin, most of the leaders of the higher
education system have been looking fore solutions to the crisis in
places where it may be easiest and most conveniento look, but notin the place where the roots of the crisis are located. Those who wish
to he true educational leaders will have to go back inside the aca-
demic edifice, examine its foundations, and be prepared to take it
apartand Put it back together if they want to find the key to a hope-ful future.
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PLANNING AS' A TOT-AI, PROCESS
A SYSTEMIC VIEW OF COLLE

.MANAGEMENT
W. Patrick Dolan

For the first half of the twentieth century the Aulerican college* . was much easier to Manage than it is today. It was sufficient to use a
political model of the college, and rely on charismatic leadership andsmall group dynamics. The institution, how-ever, has become muchMore complex in recent. years, bringing with it more demanding
management problems and the need for more sophisticated theoreti-cal models, personal styles, and broader philosophi/es,th integratethe growing diversity. The growing complexity of finding, the tight-ening of the student market, the political and value diversity in theexternal society, collective bargaining, increasing costsall of thesehave helped to contribute to an exceedingly complex set of manage-ment problems that now confront the American college.

.At, the same time, we have seen significant growth in the avail-
abili0,7 and application of at least the analytical managemenctoolsthat have been available to private-enterprise for some time. We areseeing markerprojections, analysis of costs per course, budget pro-jections, and some systemic planning. Two things have become in- .creasingly clear in this process. First, although the new data gives
one increasingly substantial, rational analysis, it still must be movedthrough an extremely political model of an institution, perhaps morepolarized than ever before, since the academic profession itself isundergoing some rather dee.and significant changes. And second,the growing complexity and -interdependency of both the internaland the external variables of such an institutiOn are demanding new
ways of integrating functions of the American college into a holisticsystem. It is around these changes and needsthat this paper will en-gage in a discussion of general systems, theory;

The application of general systems theory to the realm of social'.organization is surely not a new phenomenon, However, it has twothings to recommend it strongly at the present time. Coming as itdoes after three decades of development of strongly analytical 'ap-proaches to management with the accompanying tendency to break
down information into small bits, and follow ,a single variant analy-sis, there is,a great deal to be said for an approach that brings with ita view of an organization as a complex, adaptive systein, and thatconcentrates on the holistic. interrelationship of the different parts.The -new model alsO seems better able ttr deal with features in a,complex society that other, self-contained structural/functional ap-proaches cannotfor instance, conflict, deviance, power, collective
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bargaining, and at times rather significant social change.
The origin of the basic notion of "system" lies somewhere in our

fundamental_ubsen.ation of the relationships of parts within a larger
whole. This. is accompanied by a notion of a common goal, a purpose-
ful action, towards which the interrelationship of the parts point. In

terms of the scientific background of the concept, it emerges from
the change from a physical approach to properties and qualities, to a
central focus on the principles of organization per se. There is a
movement from a crude muchanisticanal3,sis of parts and their func-
tions to an attempt to 'pew the general properties of lite interreln-
tionshIps of the parts to the w hole, and the .flow of energy (or "in-
formation") between these part.4.

In complex business enterprises over the last 20 or 30 'years the
burgeoning anal tital, approach and its technology has given us a
process to create %ast numbers of separate parts ur items of informa-
tion, the result of w hose interactions no one can predict. It has be-

come a way of taking a sy m apart so that it becomes increasingly
difficult to put it back to er, let alone understand or predict its
behavior from that proces.. What is increasingly ,needed is not a
static approach to st complex institution such as a university, but one
that can ,explain the changes that have occurred over a. period of

time so that its present st e is characterized more by the experi-
ences that it has undergon w it 'ts, ens ironment than by its initial
structure. That w'buld seem to be ecially true of the American
college or university today.

The aim of this paper is to enumcrat as briefly and succinctly as
possible, some of the main components of general systems theory,
and begin to opyn up some discussion of application to a modern
college or university, and the way in whit It isimanaged We will
look at:

The formation of a *stem itself am he purposeful hierarchy that re-
sults

The process of "hounding" a system to pre erve the integrity of life
of the institution.

,The ext,,tnce of the ,pecific translation mechanisms at the bo'undary
that perform the basic interchange between the system and the envi-
ronment.,

-=The process of coding and decoding that occurs in this exeban e.

The process of feedback that is characteristic of such systems.
The basic distinction between an "open" and a "closed" system with

special attention to the qualities of "learning" possessed by an open
system.

- Finally, there +., ill lw a beginning discussion of the college(as a learn-
ing sy stem with the elements of differentiation and integration within
and the process of management or 'movement of ideas throughout
such a system, especially from the periphery to the center.
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To begin with, 'the use of such language as "system" as it applies,
to social organization is obviously analogous. It is, broadly speaking,
a metaphor as is most of our theory. However, the basic notion is
fairly clear: The system. is the organization of components into inter-
dependent relationships. Again, since system is an analogiStis notioneven in its beginning application to organic life, the question of in-
tegration into a system is one of degree. There is, of course, a mini-
mal amount of organization beneath w Inch one has nothing but anawregation of parts But the distinction is hazy and not significant
for our consideration. What is significant are the typical criteria forjudging the degree of organization or "systemness In addition tothe rather obvious but critical question about the common plifiltmof the part.y are tht.1 amount resist/met, to intrusion of external en-
ergy, matter, etc. and the rats- of.intema/(bfritron or communication
of inforrnation within the common boundaries.

The nature of the interrelationship of the parts defines the natureof the system itself. The interrelationship among components of a
mechanical system, for instance, is a function primarily of spatial and
temporal considerations and the flow of energy from one componentto another. However, the interrelations that characterize higher
level systems come to depend more and more on the transmission of.
Infor-mation One can see this in a highly, sophisticated form, for in-
stance, when viewing man as an organic system. There are spatial
.considerationsand transmission of energy taking place, but there is
an even higher level (If organization which allows the transmission or
extremely sophisticated information from, for instance, the digestive
tract to the ntrvous system or the blood system. Quite often in tile
process of transmitting information, the basic structure of the systemremains the samq: and yet the energy or information= may change
quite drasticallyillor insta ce, in the ,body's ability to change chemi-cal into electrical stimuli. The information has the power to trigger
activity or behavior in many components of a system towards ex-
tremely sophisticated and purposeful ends. For instance, the amountof information contained in the molecular arrangement of the ,ge-
netic code substance, DNA,' is only now. being unravelled. And yetthis information can trigger one of the most complex interactions be-
tween different physiological and chemical components. The endresult produced-by stith information depends almost solely on com-
plex interrelation,ships of the components of the entire system. It istheir relationship that code: and decodes the information and makesit u e 1 in the right time; place and relationship. Both the sender

the multiple receivers of this information are.clearly linked in agoal-directed and self-adaptive system. The comnutrucation of this
system, then, internally depends on not only the components but the
lines of energy flow between them. And it is this organization that
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uthmately defines the system.
The distinction between an opeu and a dostd system becomes

valuable at fills point. The closed si stem is for the must part imper-
meable at its boundary to any influence from w ithout. The best defi:
nition of a closed system then is a *stem without an environment.
An operational definition of an "open" system is one that not only
engages in exchanges w ith the en% ironment, but that this inter-
change is an essential factor underly ing the stem's %iability, The
em ironment. for an open s, stem, is as basic to its life as the internal
organic system itself. The ty pical response of a natural closed system
to any intrusion of external events is a loss of organization or a
change in direction. On the other hand, the open system is constantly
affected by the external en% ironment, so much so that internal struc-
tures adapt to meet the new external stimuli. This often results in a
higher and More complex level of organization.

How ever, the interchange between the system and the environ-
ment is not a totally open process by any means. To use the extended
metaphor, the "boundary" of the system in question is not either
completely impermeable or open, but has special structures through
which the information from the en% ironment flows. The interchange,
then, does not long remain random or unstructured, but rather be-
comes selective, due to mapping or coding capabilities of the bOund-
ary structures. For instance, w hen the fetus ma% es from thepothwer's
life-sustaining sN stem in terms of blood, oxygen, and so forth, several
rather drastic adaptations must occur almost immediately. The fetal
heart- becomes the primary pump mechanism fur the blood, the lungs
become a new source of oxygen, the digestive tract becomes a new
source of energy, and so forth. These are structures in place and
ready to begin the translation or decoding from the external environ-
ment into the *stem that transforms into usable information-energy
what they take from the external environment in the process itself.

Once again the question of an "open" system is a matter of degree.
Any *stem, in order to retain its identitl, and cohes. -eness, needs to
keep itself bounded and internally organized. Thi. will mean that
there will always be resistance to any strong extern 1 stimuli. One is
led, then, to the paradox that for any open syste the environment
represents both a system of constraints, and at he same time a
source of energy and new life. Within a closed syste , or a relatively
closed system, energy is being exchanged only wit it the system.
Because of the closedness of the system, energy will continue to flow
dew n any en7?gy gradient, and in the process increase the uniform-
ity of the energy distribution within a closed system. The process is
know n as cntropy. and when energy N% Rhin a closed system is dis-
tributed equally throughout the system, all capacity to do work
ceases, because all energy flow has stopped. The open system, on
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the other hand, in the ongoing interchange with the environment isnot only able to maintain its basic energy source but is also able to
'increase it. However, neither one of these explanations, even applied
'analogously, seem to be totally correct, not only in the application to
social systems of a complex nature but even to the prime analogateof the biological organism. For at the same time that an open systemis able to increase its energy and its complexity of structure, andtherefore aid in its own development in the exchange with the en-
vironment, there is an ongoing entropic process which leads to even-
tual decay That is, it takes physical work to encode, process, and de-
code information. Some of the '' ork performed by a persistently
open system must therefore go to develop and operate its own infor-
mation processing subsystems.

In the interchange of energy between an open system and its en-
vironment, not only can it be viewed as a source of new information
and therefore growth, but it can also be viewed as a set of limitations
or mutual constraints. In a recent article, Clifton Conrad views theuniversity-as a complex system, and the university's environment asa series of major constraints that define what is done, how it is done,and the expected consequences vis-a-yis the goals of the system (i.e.,
the un iversi ty). I

Conrad's analysis builds upon the elements of general systemstheory just mentioned. He focuses on the interface between the uni-versity and its majof constraints, for it is there that he finds the
source of interaction, and therefore, of energy and information. He
describes the.internal constraint of the university as its "Internal
Beliefs." Conrad's list of eight critical .external constraints are the
board of trustees of the university, the state government, the federal
government, student clients, the public,-competing organizations,
university 'clients, and technology. Whether or not one agrees withhid total list, his point about the interaction of the college or univer-sity with the critical components of its external environment and thedefinition of its pools 1H the process are very interesting. His view of,the result of this interaction is the following:

.7.

To summarize, the operative goals of the University emerge out of thedaily decisions, made by a wide variety of individuals, concerning whatis to he done and how it is to 1w done These decisions mark a continualadaptation of a variety of external and internal restraints. The stabilityof functions in the University comes from the relative stability of eachof the constraints and the relative stability of the importance of eachwith respect to the others.2

1"University Goals An Operative Approach," The Journal of Higher Education,Volume XLV, No, 7 (October, 19711
2/but., IT 512
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Several rather interesting questions arise from this type of analysis.
First of all, in this kind of theory institutional goals cannot re,main a
list of static statements, uninfluenced by the environment. Gualssare
viewed in this theory as being continually adapted, not only to in-
ternal but also to the external constraints that is,-not only to the in-
stitutional beliefs, and institutional structures, but to the changes in
the critical components in the environment, /...., changes in the atti-
tudes about education, changes in parallel institutions such as com-
munity colleges or proprietary schools, changes in federal and state
legislation, and so forth. flow evr, for our consideration here, there
is a broader question w hich is that of management planning and
governance. If the goals of the university are truly in a constant state
of definition based upon decisions made daily by the key managers
as the college interacts w ith its complex en% ironment, then we need
a deeper understanding of the structures sand influences within the
university, t lb, administrators, structural entities such as academic
departments, public relations offices, and most important, value sys-
tems and beliefs. All these influence the fkd of infotImakion back and
forth, and therefore' influence greatly how resources are used and
the direction in w hich an institution ultimately proceeds.

Again, the analogous use of the term "interface" to describe a
"place where" all interaction between the inner environment or sub-
systems of the college or university and the external components of
the environment, can be helpful if not taken to literally. We have
seen that the structure of the internal components and the nature
of the external components both pro%ide restraints or limitations on
the kind of information-energy that can he exchanged. Concerning
components of the external en% iKn m'ent, one can add several things.
Components are diverse, they are constantly in a state of flux, and
they are to a greater ur lesser degree interconnected. It follows then
that a * stem w ith a c mmon set of goals is constantly calledeupon
to interact ,w ith a di% e, ity of other systems with distinct goals in
such a, way that it is mutuallysbeneficial, or at least not destructive
to each other. Second, these kinds of interactions can almost never
be frozen into patterns or blindly repeating exchanges. This-is true
because not only is the college or university an open and aclaPtive
system, but so also are many of the components with which it is in-
teracting. They are all therefore ill a constant state of change vis-ii-r
is their ow n external environment. Finally, the college or university

and its critical external components are all locked into a larger sys-
tem, such as a gilLtu society w ith_certain political and economic con-
texts. Because they are interconnected, the relationships between

-.N.all components are constantly changing. That is, if there is a radical
shift in unemployment in a society, oil the interrelationships,of the
critical componentsprikate enterprise, the public, educational in-
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stitutions, the federal and state governmentschange. This obvi-ously necessitates shifts in the total pattern of previouS exchanges.Given the open, information processing nature of a complex social
system, there is still a need to examine more carefully the process bywhich such an entity goes about the formation of goals and the pur-suit of purposeful action The term that best describes this process is"feedback." We are not talking of some simple drive that guides,with some internal mechanism, towards some predetermined goal.haN e constructed a much more difficult problem than that by de-
scribing &complex sociaEentity as an adaptive, open system, And weha% e seen changes in the behavior of the system follow deviations inthe goals themselves, so that the kind of feedback under considera-,tion _is not a simple reciprocal interaction. There are several charac-teristics that the open system brings by its very nature to a feedback
process: (11 There are critical subsystems at the boundaries of thesystem with their own internal criteria,1) These mechanisms aresensitive to specific environmental events related fo- their internalcriteria; (3) These sensory organs mustbe able to record any devia-tions from the standards established by the criteria of the internal
subsystems; and 11) They can then adjust both the system's goalsand the subsystems' limitations or criteria accordingly.

The simple thermostat meets these basic requirements as a sys-tem of components organized to deal with one aspect of the environ-ment. It contains: (1) The establishment of.a single criterion wherea particular temperature setting has been set; (2) There are physicalelements which are sensitive to the temperature of the surrounding
envitonment; (3) The sensing Mechanism, the mercury, is so struc-tured that one can measure the deviations on either side of the set-ting, and thvefore record the "mismatch"; (1) There is the abilityto use this mismatch information to turn the heating component ei-ther on or off, so that the deviation is reduced or brought closer tothe single criterion. Since the environment in which a thermostat
exist!? is complex, it would be impossible, to design a single simpleunit with the purpose of producing X amount of heat to'maintain a68° temperature, unless one is able to control all the elements in theenvironment-It is much easier to establish a simple feedback m6tha-nism such as the thermostat that can control the central heating sys-tem instead. The system then is not blind to different circumstances,and the behavior necessary to obtain the desired end is constantlyadaptive.
Though the example is somewhat\ distant from the operation of asocial institution, there are two rather interesting questions that arisefrom this discussion of a simple feedback tool such as 44barznostat.First; in the evolution of a complex adaptive Sys m such as a col-lege, 'there is the constant management proceSsof eloping more4
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and more complex criteria-testing subsystems. For instance, as futi'd-
ing, or students, ur facultybecome a more diverse or scarce compo-
nent to the system, mu e and more complex subsystems des elop to
deal with them. In the prat 5su e is constantly building in criteria
for the selection of students, ur the promotion of faculty, or commu-
,nicatium with the local community. These are sometimes done by
happenstance, ur by occasional planning, ur by careful measurement,
but they are done in esery complex open sy stem w hether someone
attends carefully to them or not. In terms of the overall purpose of a
complo. institution, the indisidual goalgof the subsystems at the
periphery of the organization must he at some point mutually inter-
dependent. This often requires constant reassessment in Atms of
priorities and coordination. Second, esen after one has decided NS hat
sensitisity criteria one wishes to build into the subsy ste, one must
pay constant attention to the "probing des ices" used at The interface
between the sy stem and the ens ironment. If the public relations of-
fice has only certain types of dissemination practices, ur if 'the vice
president fpr community, affairs has only certain types of connections,
u6 if the school of public affairs recruits only certain types of profes-
sors, the information flow from the ens ironment to the system in a
critical area is undergoing constant distortion, and therefore SS ill find
it extremely difficult, if not impossible, to regulate itself in the ap-
propriate fashion, how, user carefully the etiteria have been pre-es-
tablished.

One last area in w hich research in general systems theory and
complex social sy stems bas only begun td touch is the double tenden-
cy, that keeps social systems in creative tension. There exists at the
same time processes that tend to preserve and maintain a system's
gisen organization and state, and those other processes that tend to
elabbrate and change the system's forms and structures. Anyone en-
gaged in "managing" these types of open social systems, of which_
the coUge or unisersity is a prime example, deals with these ten:-

-isions daily if not hourly. They are "learning systems,7 with all that
connotes about self- regulation and adaptive organization. Still, there
is nothing automatic or guaranteed about an open system continuing
to he so, especially when the tendencies toss ard stability begin to
dominate.

Social systems are, of course, composed. of individuals who them-
seises bring many of the characteristics of "open" systems to their
social existence as well. Since managers are 6ften engaged in the
process of ,mosing new information into syStems, keeping informa-
tion flossing between the system and the environment, and coordi-
nating" the internal organization into a Purposeful whole, they also
often confront an almost incomprehensible resistance to movement,
adaptation, and change. Donald Schon in his book Beyond the Sta-
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p,_ ble State calls this tendepQ to fight'to remain the same, "dynamic
conservatism."

The process of becoming part of a social system, for Schon, is a
total and complete immersion in a series of Subsystems, not only of a
formal nature, but of a normative type, that begins to fort part ofa self-identity.

When a person enters a social'sstem, he encounters a body of theorywhich more or less explicitly sets out not only the %ay the world is"(c ,/,r)ropment.) but "who we are," and "what %%e are doing," (system) .and `yhat we should he doing" limipose4.3 (Emphasis added)
0

If Schon is correct then the resistive tendencies of social systems and
individuals within them- become more understandable. Social sys-
tems provide a source of livelihood and perhaps some economic se-curity, but more profoundly, they may provide a framework of values
and a context of meaning that become part of who one is. Threats to
the social system are therefore much more; they are threats to this
framework. .,

To return to the "feedback" process. When crucial information is
refused by the system, or the reactive, corrective mechanism is
jammed, the purposes of the system and the shifting environment
grow farther apart. If the "correction" comes, it can come violently,
depending on the distance or "log", to be Corrected to bring the sys-tem back to a goal-oriented state

Finally, because of the ongoing nature of interchanges between
the system and the environment, and the importance of circum- ,

stances in this process, the systft is often called upon to "make judg-ments" about the need for action or inaction, tranquility or aggres-.....* sion. Since open systems are not self-sustaining, they make informa- 4
tion-energy judgments that often develop into organizational stylesin much the same way individuals develop styles. Nader-like con-
sumer groups develop organizational patterns very different from
the American Trial Lawyers Association. Antioch College and
Princeton, Gqddard and Santa Clara, all have different stances to-
ward themselves and their external environments.

A MODEL
What follows is a "model" or frame of reference to help in clarify,.

ing orientations toward the system and the environment.
Orientation Toward the SystemAttitudes or %orientations to-ward a system range from having a high regard for that system toholding it in low regard. In the context of the model, the critical

factor in making this judgment has to do with the planner's or deci-
3Donald Schon, Beyond the Stable State, New York. Random House, 1971, p. 34.
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sion-maker's assessment of the resources of the system. So "high
regard for the system" might be paraphrased by saying, "I believe
that this sy stem has capabilities, competencies, resources which can
significantly contribute to the solution of the problem at hand or to-
ward the_achievement of a specific goal or purpose."

EJtimph In thinking about how Acher might deal with a given stu-
dent and tt ittit tat student's ationship to his ent ironment it is
dent that the teacher's pe ceptions of the student's capacities, 'compe-
tenties, and resource, tt ill hate a great deal to do with hot% the student
is treated. Thus.. if in a giten learning situation the student is seen as
hating appropriate resources, the kinds of learning designs and educa-
tional practices that are employed, and sten the administrative and
policy decisions that are made, It ill he influenced by that orientation.
Contersely, , if the teacher or planner sees a particular student as hav-
ing low capacity or limited resources in a giten area, then plans, poli-

, cies, reactions and pattern, for dealing ttith that student At ill be signif-
icantly influenced by that orientation.

Note that in the above example theorientation may be based upon
actual know ledge or experience w ith a given student (system), or it
may emerge from a set of attitudes or pre-judgments about students
in general. Note, also, that the system may be thought of as.one per-
son, but in some cases may be a group, a class, or another system.

In short, then, the strategies, processes, and plans the administra-
tor uses for dealing with a given system as it relates to its broader
environment are clearly shaped, in part, by the administrator's or-
entation toward that system.

Orientation Toward the EnvironmentThe second dimension of
the model has to do w ith one's orientation toward the environment or
components of that enironment. These again range from seeing en-
% ironmental components as having capacities, capabilities or re-
sources to contribute to.soltition of a problem or aid in dealing with a
given situation to the other extreme.of perceiving the environment
for components of it) as having a low level of resources or capacities.
So "high regard for the environment" is simply a short-hand way of
say ing that the en ironment is seen as potentially making a real con-
tribution to moving the client toward solution of a problem.

Integration of ConcernsThe key point in development of the
model is that orientations tow and the system and orientations toward
the enironment (or components .of it) are interdependent. If an in-

idual has high capacity for contributing to the solution of a prob-
lem and en ironmental components have high capacity, then the
way in which the system and the components interact is optimized
when these resources ate jointly made available and brought to, bear
on the situation at issue. In interpersonal terms, if individual A has
resources, know ledge, and capacity to contribute to the solution of
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problem X and there is a textbook, group, or other environmental
component which has resources, ,capacities or information to con-tribute to the solution of problem X, then-it is clearly desirable forthese two components to come together. Thus, when the sy,stem is
seen as having capacity or resources and the environmental compo-nent is seen as having capacity or resources, the hest way of working
on the issue would generally seem to he iirteraetwe.

If, however, the indivihal or the system is seen as having high
capacity but theenvironmental factors are seen as having little to
contribute, then it would seem best for the system to draw on its own
internal resources. This pattern can best he described as pro-active.That is, the system is the key resource, the energizer, the initiator ofaction, the problem solver and the environment has little to con)rib-ute.

In the converse situation, if the system or client is seen as havinglimited resources or capacities regarding a given problem or situa-
tion but there are capacities or resources in the environment, then
the system should be reactive. Put in another way, it may be best toutilize or be shaped by the resources or capacities that are present inthe environment in regard to a given situation.

Finally, if in a given situation neither the system nor the environ-
mental components involved are viewed as having capacity to con-tribute, then it may be best for both to remain inactive regarding theproblem or situation at hand. Put in very simple situational terms, if
an individual wished to cross a turbulent stream and it became clear
that he did not have sufficient capacity or 'resources to cross the
stream on his own, and he looked around at his environment andfound nothing to-aid him in getting across, then it might be best forhim to give up the venture.,So he would remain inactive.

It is important to recognize that the model does not attempt to de-fine behavior at all times and in all situations. Rather, the patternsthat are suggested'are always releVant to a-given time, a given place,
a given problem-situation. Furthermore, these judgments are often
the result, of human perception which can be faulty and which mayshift from moment to moment.

The model can serve two purposes: (1) to provide a framework fordescribing an existinLstrategy which is being followed by a system'as it relates to its environment, and (2) to provide a framework for
defining strategies for the employment 'of resources to achieve thepurposes of a specified system.

Descriptively, if both the system and its environmentAare givingand receiving information, are shaping and being shaped by each
other's behavior and information flow, then clearly the system andthe environment are interactive. If the environment is shaping thesystem, if the eneiri#, resources, direction and influence are flowing
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It

from, outside the system into it, then the system is reactive. Con-
\ erseA, if what is happening is that the system is giving information
and shlping and energizing the w orld around it by using its ow n re-
sources, then the process is clearly pro-active. Finally, if there is no
exchange of ener*, no interaction, no shaping going on either way
bet% een the system and its env ironment or Components of it, then
at the moment, at least, the process is inactive or dormant.

But one might wish to go beyond merely describing "SS hat is" and
ask. "What is desirable and under w hat circumstances is it desir-
able?"
" Two notions are central to answering this question:

(1) A human system has difficulty responding 'adequately in any
given situation unless it has an information base and a value
system from which to construct a response. In a sense, then,
the system 'needs to sift through its own pool of knowledge,
its own resources, as it attempts to relate to the world
around it.

(2) A system can't very welt respond to the world around it un-
less it is sensitive to and perceptive about...that world, unless
it asks the right questions about itself and about the environ-
mental components with which it is interacting.

The questions that should be asked to define strategies emerge
from notions fundamental to cybernetics, information exchange, and
the behavioral sciences. These are that:
_LI) Everything is connected to everything else.

(2) All components of_a living system and many aspects of its
environment are in the process of change.

(3) Diversity exists within a system and in its environment and
,nust be utilized if survival is 'to be assured.

When these notions are joined with considerations presented ear-
lier in this paper regarding the capacity of the'system or environ-
mental components to respond, the decision-maker or educator has a
framework for defining a strategy. Thus, use of the model is aided by
identification of the kinds of perceptions, attitudes, and kalues which
exist toward thesy stern with respect-to the following factors:

a) ,perception of the system a re ource, as having come ency
or .capabilities.

b) Perception of the, system as,havi g boundaries, making i dis-
tinguishable from other sykenl..

c) Perception of the system as be n r comprised of its own ub-
systerns3having its own internal terdependencies.

d) Awareness of, and valuing, differ, tiatioln and variety wit in
the system.

e) Recognition that the system is m
its parts.
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Similarly, it is necessary to clarify the meaning of having high re-gard for the environment. The factors which are present'include:
a) Perception of the environment as having resources, compe-

tencies and capabilities.
b) Perception of the enAronment as comprised of differentiated

components with distinguishable bpundaries.
c) Perception of the environment with its components interact-ing and interdependent.
d) Awareness of, and valuing, the differentiation and varietywhich exists within the environment.
e) Recognition that the environment is more han the sum of the

,components of which it is comprised:
SUMMARY

Once the problem area, the situation, the survival needs of thoseinvohied have been identified, the following specific actions can betaken:

(1) Identification ,of the system of concern in a given problethsituation.
(2) Identification of the criticaLcomponents of the environment

with which the system isainteracting, or needs to, interact inorder to survive or produce positive results.
I:31 A searching and probing'of the environment and of the sys-tem in order to develop a deeper understanding of its value,of its differentiated parts,4 of its uniqueness.
( I) Daelopment of the needed mechanisins, capacities, pro-

ceses necessary to utilize appropriately that which is avail-able in the environment and in the system to achieve results:
(5) Finally, development of processes and activities which sus-tain or elaborate that which is functional and. contributes

te-the'health of the system and its relationships.
SUMMARY THE MODEL

The interdependencies described above can be shown diagram-
matically as follows:
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coupled With
High, Regard

-

For System
Capacities

rj
O

High. Regard
For EnVironment
Capacities

Low Regard Low .Regard
For Environment For System

Capacities ,, . 41 paid Capacities
A

Each of these four quadrants can be described by a word or phrase:

+ System

Environment

Interactive

Pro - active Reactive

Inactive
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FREEDOM AND HE SCOPE OF
LIBERAL E 1 UCATION

Joseph J. Schwab

Programs of liberal educatio are supposed to liberate their cli-
ents, free them. The grave problem of constructing a serviceable
liberal program is posed by the complexity and variability Of the fac-
tors involved in freedom.

A small boy finds the cou
ther He gathers some mo
freight train to a nearby

. neither what to do nor
suggestive clues afford
Even were he unafrai
sorts of people to ap
would, need comma:
dicanient and obta
help would be obt
manner) which co
parents' propert
judges of their

/overcome, the
the competen,

This extr
-involved i
native re

age to run away from a tyrannical fa-
ey and a few belongings and hitches a

town. Once there, he is "lost ": knowing
ow to do it, and too frightened to see the

d by the ambience of new placeand people.
he would need, for freedom, to know what

n.ottch and how to identify such persons. He
d of the language necessary to explain his pre-
n sympathetic4 hearing and help. Sympathetic

tried only by "arguments" (including a winning
Id overcome the prevailing view that children are

, require parental supervision and are unreliable
ituatiods. Even if these harriers to freedom were

IC would, need to find a useful role to play and have
e_tof learn to play it. 6 i

rily simple situation indicates some of the factors
libel tion. Th' are affective factors: the child's orig,i-

ellion, is later pa c and redain d !elf-control. There are
symbolic factors: the needed nguage and rh toric.'There are cog-

.- nitive faCtors: knowledge .of kin of people
ship in a kin4conipetence to discern socie
competence tb ',contribute to one or more.

'tors:acts of eling and doing: the original fl2ight
of the home'supports; approdches to personS an
cept and play A social role; inurement to this new
aiation of and fOr occasional relief fromthe new ty
tion for return to its demands. There'are social fac
the new haven, its social and political structure,
and persons which compose the social structure.

Coloring all of these are factors which are both 'cognitive and af-
fective,!social'as well as symbolic: what the child believes freedom
to be; what freedom he eni ts; what freedom he thinks is possible;
what freedomhe can toler e. 4

.If the tyranny were one f ignorance, incompetence and imma-
turity, that it'', if the victim s ere an einerging adult, the same factors
Copyright 1976 by Jose* J. Schwab

of signs of member-
1 wants and Reeds and.
here are conative fac-

nd renunciation
readiness to ac-

"tyranny"; prep-
anny and recrea-
ors: the mores of
e kinds 'of rot
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would he in% olveCi. Ivn such a case, there would be ,eded freedoms
from 'affeetis e chains. notably Caring too much of 06, little about
what others think, propensities to abjeCt conformi y. or reelless defi-
anee, and indulgence and dramattktion of dap ssion, anxiety and
self-pity. There would be appropriate freed from local-topical
social constraints, !Axially constraints on a ernatives entertained
and prejudices w hi h exclude human groups from the-person 's moral

_community__ There a ould be freedom from cognitke limitations. ig-
norance, superstition, lies, and illusory expectations:

In addition to freedoms fiotti, there would be freedoms to and
freedoms (),/: There would he freedom of the city of the Nordphi-
losp.phy,, history , the no\ el, dratlia and lyric poetry and %plastic
arts and, music, some of thii, freedom active as sellas appreciative.
There would be freedom to entertain dews and values alternake to
those 'currently held. There wovid be freedom-for prudent choice
and for action,against the grain.

. .

Educatiod pertains to an the freedoms, including those only oc-
casionally conctked as part 6.1 liberal education in the setting of a
School. There :are,, furthermore, formal 'resources appropriate to
these freedoms fran. w hich to draw for collegiate curricular pur-
poses.

> _
FORMAL RESOURCESEOR4 LIBERAL CURRICULUM ..*4-

s ,

, 1. SYMBOL/(
.

`,

e .

7:1/4 Language , x

Myth (folk .visdoni)
%

ss:art
Cornirlon places (.Topica) ,

.2. C0,0177 VE.
I%

The Knowirkand Thought (embodied in written discourse)
:TheOpinedF4(in written Aiscoursr; in', oral exchange)
The Beheld (in ,things, Ad in acts, butgan and other),, 'i 1 , , -

3. CONA TIVE .

IniPulssive acts and.thetr consequences (by students; by others)
Acts chosen, reflected ,pn
I21s self-controlled (impulsions suspended anal mediated)
mposed act4 (imposed deliberately, imposed by a social system)

Habits
.

4. A Ff'ECTIVE . , .
.

,+
Mooc.; h and emotions (felt and undergone`, signalled by others,
described and. interpreted in literature and art)
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5..tS'OCIAL

Interpersonal roles
Socioeconomic roles

Among these resources, only the symbolic and cognitive arecom:.
manly drawn upon for curricular purposes and even some of these
are ignored or sparely used. The prevail' academic habits of read-
ing and lecture constrict oral exchange/6f opinion among students
and 'faculty, An -here such exchange occurs, it consists mainly of
confrontation and debate; rarely of a dialectic leading to more de-
fensible opinion. N th has become unfashionable or limited to non-
deliberate promulgation and then only of myths current and ap-
proved. Topics had until recently falleninto desuetude,and.revived
mainly as structures of persuasive rhetoric. Their roles as resources
for organization of thought and 'as evocations of creative effort are
rarely put to use. Further, the known and the opined are confused
for students by a prevailing rhetoric of asserted conclusion which
minimizes consideration of evidence and argument in the interest of
cover e Finally, the beheld is usually limited to tiA structured
laborat ry "exercise" and the guided field trip. Yet much with po-
tential them, effect lies in the social situation of dormitory, class-
room, ffee shop and street.

Among resources other than the syrribolic-and cognitive, conative
and social .resources can be mobilized for liberal purpo'ses by at
least two readily available means. One of these concerns the teach-
ing-learning climate afforded by classrooms and campus. The class-..
room can be re-ordered to constitute, a learning community by re-
placing a substantial part of greibpreVailing individual effort and
competitiveness with collabordttve learning. Pairs and trios can, be
given responsibility for obtaining, presenting and clarifying mate-
rials needed by the group as a whdle. One student can be invited to
act as respondent and critic 'of another in the course of discussion.
The group as a whole can be left to organize itself (without the pres-
ence of the official teacher) for selection and ordering of curricular
materials, for mastery,of a competence, or clarification of meanings
and relations in a discourse under consideration, Some portion of
the curricular materials- can be chosen to render students and pro-
fessor peers, both students, the materials equally new to both. In
'arranging collaborative efforts of two and threes, the members can
be chosen to afford each participant experience of diver,sities of tal-
ent, propensity, and social-ethnic-religious-economic styles not of
fdrded by his earlier,milieus.

In the operation of such groups, students will act with respect to
self-image and image of others, thus learning something of the di-
versity of persons and social roles which constitute a mixed society.
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They w ill enter situations requiring suspense of impulse and reflec-
tion on possible consequence. They will disco% er the need for arts of
discourse and persuasion and fur adjustment to %arieties of special
interests. They will obtain some practice in these arts. They will ali$o
disk:0%er some of the intrinsic rew arils of collaboration and amitT-Snd
in consequence begin to acquire a propensity for such relations w ith
other persons. These are, of course, contributions to freedom.

The second means for 'mobilizing conati%e and social resources .18
leN, far-reaching in effect. It consists of an-honoring of the "arts of
the practical" by way of participation and practice in decision, choice
and consequent action. Practice of these arts can take place by ex-
panding the notion of the learning community to include a cluster
of communities on a campus among which services and facilities
must he loaned and borrowed, hence requiring recognition of dif-
ferences of interest, negotiation, decisions about cost and benefit,
and a coming to terms with risk, uncertainty, profit and renuncia-
tion. Similar imul%ement in the, practical arts can take place by way
of simulations.

It should be added that a learning community with its association
of pers'ons of dierse competences, propensities and styles, as well as
a cluster of such communities with its concomitants of negotiatioi.
and exchange, are means for the mobilization of affective resources,
as well as the mobilization of the conati%e and social resources.-Col-
laboration and negotiation in% 01%e increased aw areness of mood and
emotion and of their effects on behaior. They also provide occasion
fur control of one's ow n emotions, for taking account of the effect of
=rod on one's estimate of costs and benefits, and for, noting and
coping with,the moods of others...

Curricular Malerials

A narrow conception of learning and of the character of curricular
materials often parapels the restriction of fo-rm'al resources to the
symbolic and conitie. Learning is taken as percei%ing, remember-
ing and believing, curricular materials are limited to matters cap-
able of perception, storage and belief. To be free, however, is riot a
mere state, much 11,:ss a state consisting 'only of possession of a store-
house of lore. Freedom, on the contrary, is a cluster of propensities
toward action. Consequently, there is much more to learning than
remembering, and curricular materials hare, functions beyond that
of being subjects of perception and memory. They must function, as
well, to pro%oke, guide and refine the acts by which competences
are mastered and propensities internalized. An overiew follows of
liberal curricular roles and actors.

, .
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CURRICULAR ROLES AND MATERIALS

1. Matters to he @town
.1 Things and events (reported, seen, undergone, enacted).
.2 Data (thini., events, etc., assigned coherence and meaning

- by a problem) -
.3 Ideas and conceptions (for application to things, events,

data) (for relating to one another)
.4 Conclusions (as derived for data and conceptions) ,
5 Discourses (displaying movement from data, conceptions to

conclusions)

2. Era mples for itnitatton

.1 Tactics and strategies for solution of problems

.2 Argument (dialectic; rhetoric; logic)
.3 Analyses of genres (discourses, narrative, drama, poetry,

music, Part)
.4 Grammars,. styles, etc.

3. Challenges, °provocations and exeroses
.1 Pr'Oblems and dilemmas (real; simulated)
.2 Situations (real; simulated
.3 Confrontations (real; simulated)
.4 Panoramas (re this item and above, see .text following)
.5 Elations, anxieties, disappointments (ensping from treat-

ment of items above) , ,

.6 Vices and privations (made evident by responses to .1-.4)

.7 Seductions (to superficial, inappropriate or stereotyped, re-
sponses to .1-.4)

.8 Affirmations and analyses (for critical apptaisal re matters
affirmed, analyzed)

.9 Contradictions, paradoxes, non-sequiturs (for identification,
resolution)

With respect to models for imitation, tactics and strategies for so-
lution of intellectual-problems are supplied in part by topics or com-
mon places. The Aristotelian four causes, the components of the
Deweyan problematic situation, and the Platonic image-thing rela-
tionship are cases in pOint. Attacks in terms of the tour causes are
available among physiological structure-function researches, in ef-
forts in medicine to establish disease entities, and in Parsonian socio-
logical studies. The Deweyan structure is used commonly in military
and political tactical planning as well as in records of corporate and
administrative planning. The image-thing relation can be found in
political criticism and analyses A h ich compare existing states/socie-
ties or constitutions with an ideal, and in efforts to provide means
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fur better approximation of real physical phenomena to their theo-
retical model (It is w'orth noting that the problems attacked by all
these means may be practical as well as theoretic-scientific.)

The other listed examples of models fur imitation are reasonab
e% ident, except the reference to anal),..ses of -genres. The "genres" i
question could and Should include philosophic works, scientific ma-
terials, and history , as well as w urks of art. The models proffe

uuld afford insights into the kinds of questions appropriate to k
of such works in order to elicit their meaning, and some of the means
by w hich the text is searched for answers to the question.

Tw a dangers, attend the use of models, and especially models of
a'naly sus of genres. The dangers consist of misteaching students that
one and only one mode of questioning is appropriate to a genre and
that works fall definitely into one genre or another. The first danger
is guarded against by affording a small variety of models, each of
which addresser a work in a different way. The second danger is
at"oided by treating amenable works as members of two or more
genres (a Greek tragedy as a work of art and as a moral commen-
tary; a novel as novel and as social criticism).

The first four "challenges" listed (problems, situations, confron-
tations and panoramas( are variations on a common theme. Each is
an invitation to enquiry, in% ol% ing discrimination, invention and sys-
tematic.tituught. Three of them vary in the degree of structuredness
afforded, therefore in the extent to vv hich initiative and invention
are required. Problems are true to their namethey pose a specified
uncertainty or.incompleteness. "What is the next number in this
mathematical series?", "How could we verify this hypothesis, given
Hum conditions and facilities?" Situations are less structured; they
call fur identification and formulation of the problem', as well as for

'its solution. Nevertheless, they, too, have a .considerable degree of
structure compared to "panoramas." The situation has boundaries
within which the problematic, and means for resolution of the prob-
lk:matic, are present though unidentified. In panoramas, on.the other
hand, a situation mmst itself be bounded. The panorama includes
something pmblematic, includes fadturs available for solution of the
probkm, and.cuntains much which has_little or no bearing on either
problem or solution. The challenged individual will need to make a
threefold discrimination-, and, indeed, a panorama may contain more
than one problem and different means for differing routes toward
solution to each problem. .

Confrontations are problems, situations or panoramas as far as de-
gree of structure is concerned, w hich involve persons and-their be-
ha% lox inten tiuns4itudes-, fictions, imminent further actionsand
call for problem - solving interventions designed to abate, divert or
modify the imminent further actions. They involve, therefore, not
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only problem formulation and solution but ethical judgment: what
actions should be altered, w hat intementions are defensible as well
as probably effective; v. hat altered directions or modes of action are
most desirable.

Elations and satisfactions of lesser intensiO 1, anxitisties and disap-
pointments are common emotional accompaniments of intellecp
work which affect, for better or w orse, the quality of the work andL)
the attitude toward similar intellectual challenges encountered later.
Their recognition, discovery of their effect, and practice in their ap-
prorlIiate control are as much contributions towa freedom as the
intellectual competences which the work is design to enhance.

Seductions of the kind listed are means for el citing diagnostic
signs of vices and privations not revealed,in the c urse of ordinary
address to challenges. They may consist of no more than apparently
simple problems which require persistence and close attention in
order to detect their full scope and complexity. The device relay be
more devious, such as an array of actually simple problems-followed
by a complex one. The purpose of detecting vices and privations.is,
of course, to set about their correction.

The remaining challenges (affirmations, analyses, contradictions,
paradoxes, and non-set iuiturs) are self-explanatory.

The existence of challenge's among curriculum materials occa-
sionally poses an embarrassing administrative problem. Conven7
tionally.trained trustees, parents, and community members usually
interprk any item in the curriculum as equivalent to the multiplica-
tion tables: something taught as indtibitably true. Consequently,
such items as The Communist Manifesto, an egregiously,biased

newspaper column, or a piece of bad sociological research, all
of them presented to students as materials for analysis and criticism,
can raise off:campus cries of "Indoctrination!" or accusations of cor-
ruption of the young.

The Variety of Liberal Constituents and Emphases

Some idea of the scope and variety of, liberal curricular compo-
nents and emphases can be schematized in a 4 X 4 table. row
and column heads we shall use are as foliqws:
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Unified

Classified

Elemental

Idiosyncratic

Knowledge Disciplines Habits Personality

The column heads (knowledge, discipline, etc.) represent possible
contributions of curricula toward freedom. That is, in some views
(and in some degree) we are free when we possess the right kind of
krromjedge. In oth0 dews (and to some degree.) we are free when
we possess and use the right competences. In a third view, freedom
consists of ready patterns of behavior vis-a-vis persons and situations,

7, or freedom consists of the appropriate, well-formed personality.
The column heads as a set adequately encompass the universe of

curricular components in the "Western" tradition, both recent and
past, as far as I know that tradition. They do not, obviously, subsume
"Eastern" curriculums and conceptions of freedom, nor those rooted
in oral cultures. Within the set, themilistinctioris work reasonably
w ell though, as names, "discipline" and "habit" pose a small prob-
lem, since disciplines are habits in one or both of two senses. a disci-
pline is a propensity to do, as well as a competence to do; a discipline
is learned by doing. In the completed table to follow, the distinction
will, I think, be made clear.

The distinguished factors are, of tours inter-related. Disciplines
entail knowable materials on w hich to erate and the memory
which makes knowledge posrsible is, in p , a discipline. The mas-
tery and use of discipline affect personalit and personality can'be a
help or hindrance in the mastery of disci Ines and the formation of
habits. It is.because of such inter-relatio that I have called the fac-
tors minima tits of liberal curricula rath r than kinds of curricula.
Netertheless, professorial habits are such tIrdt one component or an-
other is often treated as if .it were independent and sufficient.

The row heads, adapted from Richard P. McKeon's Schema of
Philosophical Semantics, represent possible philosophic t iews of the
appropriate character of knowYedge, discipline, habit, personality.
That is, the know ledge appropriate to freedom may be conceived
as a synthesis of academic specialisms. It may be conceived as fall-
ing into a few large classes of knowledge or as emerging froth a body
of constituent, and irreducible elements. It may be conceived as the



knowledge shaped and selected by a person peculiarly fitted to make
such selections and modifications. Similar distinctions can be made
with respect to disciplines, habits and pers(inalities, though ee hen
applied to the last, the distinctions are sums hat strained. I choose
this array, despite its last-named weakness, because professorial
views and attitudes, uncontaminated by consideration of current
problems and students' pri\ ations, are by far the most conspicuous
determiners of most liberal educational programs.

We turn now to a fleshed out schema and consideration of some of
3, its content. (Schema appears on page 70.)

By way of clarification, et e shall examine some members of some
of these cells n ith ,,pecial reference to their strengths, to objection
which can be raised to them. and to some of the problems they are
likely to create.

Knowledge

Knowledge, or w hat can he made to pass for it, continues to be the
staple academic merchandise.. In must instances, consequently, lib-
eral ends are sought by trying to discern the form of knowledge
which will liberate, or to discrrminate those departments of.knowl-
edge Ihich.,appear to possess greatest liberating potential.

At times, this emphasis on knowing is the outcome of reflection.
The bondages imposed by ignoranc6, superstitidb and zealotry are
noted, and freedom is seen as freedom from such bonds. The prem-
ise is sound, the conclusion a half-truth. Ignorance and superstition
constrict and misguide thought and action. Zealotry hNpostasizes
ends and forbids thought. Their removal is desirable. Unhappily, re-
moval of these poisons is not as easy.asit may appear to be and.men
purged of them still need, for freed9m, the competence to transmute
capacity for motion into actions elected from alternatiVes, and
charged with energy.

Removal is not easy because, first, we cannot prove, nor even
dence, the",probable, w here imention and entertainment of alterna-
tives are themselves rejected. Yet, this is the condition of supersti-
tion and of zealotry. Second,' we cannot prove or evidence what we
do nut know, We do not know that the stars in their courses are in-
different to bur fates or that other worlds and other beings are not
superposed Q n ours and us. We ha%e no science which demonstrates.
the true end and the correct means for us here-now, nor a safe tech-
pology by w ich t imbue the true end and correct means with de-
sire and enerfey.

That freedom froAl ignorance, zealotry and superstition, were it
attainable, is not freedom entire is made clear 13y consideration of
the ties which relate knowledge, action and passion, and all three of
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them to the milieu in which the} arise. "Right" know ledge does not
of itself lead to "right" action. Appetites, predilections and indiffer-
ences interpose, which arise from personalitN . Incongruence be-
tween practical problems and the boundaries of present fields of
knowledge demand disciplines of eclectic combination, and of appli-
cation, of bodiesif knowledge possessed. Habits ingrained by our
culture and society constrain thought, direct fiction and predispose
the attachment of passion

Knowledge, then, is not enough. Let us, neNerthelessi, examine
some of the forms w hich know ledge-loaded programs take

Syothum s Qt. lino/dud/ft a ,

The specialisms w hich characterize our knowledge correspond
neither to the practical problems w hich beset us nor to obviously
natural joints in nature. One solution to this problem is synthesis or
integration, creation of a bodN of unified knowledge, for purposes
of liberation.

Unfortunately, the boundaries w hich separate one body of knowl-
edge from another hale origins deeper t he crankiness of schol-
ars or-their indifference to the uses of kno 'ledge. A mere chunk of
the world is selected for enquire because the w hold world is too much
to cope withto complex, too extensive. A chunk so selected is read-
ied for enquiry I*, imposing on it a conceptual structure which sepa-
rates the chosen part from its myriad connections with the rest of.the
world and confers -on the isolated part a mode of existenceparts
and relations of parts -such as organ-and-function, element-and-cont-
pound, scene-character-action, supply and- demand. The conceptual
structure readies the fragment for enquiry by telling us what ques-
tions to ask of it, what data to seek for ansWering the questions, and
how to interpret the data. Sin1T question, data and interpretation
arise from the imposed structure (the "principle of enquiry"), the
knowledge w hich accrues is also ih the terms.of the principle. We
"know" an organism when we know its organs and their function.
We "kno%'" motion and rest, when we know w hat forces are at work
on w asses, with what direction and intensity.

tion of knowledge requires, then; either a new principle of
e wry so powerful that it w ill embrace the rich complexity, of the
whole world of enquiries (synthesis), or invention of intermediary
terms which establish meaningful connections among such notions
as mass, free-market, enzyme and plot (integration). A genius may
do one or the other some day. So far, he has not.

Where synthesis- integration sc is seen to be too difficult, there
may he resort to integration after the fact. Selections from recog-
nized fields of enquiry, each selection organized in the terms of its
source-field, are followed by a terminal course which undertakes
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retrospNtive integration. The usual,candidates for the integrative
function are history, philosophy, theology and politics.

Historical integrations may be of a time (synchronic) or through
time (diachronic), depending on faculty preference. In synchronic
integration, the commerce, polity, science, art, manners and motals

'of a period (our own, with or without another for the sake of con-
trast) are shown to hear relations to one another or to a general
"spirit of the time." The relations chosen may he mutual causations,
in which each treated factor. is shown to affect and be affected by all
or most others, or the various treated factors are shown as taking

Their cast from some dominant institution or movement (e.g., indus-
trialization, urbanization, exhaustion of-natural resources, deper-
sonalization of social roles, revolt against depersonalization, erosion
or revitalization a political structure).

Diachronic integration "makes sense" of the various facets of the
known present by exhibiting them as a stage in progress from some

---prinnning,, as deterioration of a past perfection (for ex-
ample, the polis), or as variations on a perennial theme. The latter
may or may not be accompanied by evaluations and suggestions of
reform grounded in principles which claim some independence of
historical variation. It is doubtful whether attempted exclusion of
such' principles is desirable: The principles merely go underground,
more or less insulated from recognition and discussion, 4ut active
nonetheless.

The variety of philosophic integrations preclude convenient sum- '
mary. A few nd hoe differentia must suffice. Whatever theirsharac-
ter, they may be used three ways: as dogma, as selected doctrine,

-as illumination. As dogma,,a philosophic integration works by first
segregating the "true" and` "false" content of the specialisms. For
example, "allegations of a biological solution of man or of syntactic
competence among_ chimpanzees cannot be true; those who so al-
lege are confused." The "true" content, thus segregated, is given
organization (and therefore altered significanCe) as illustrations,
amplificatiOns or corollaries of the positions set forth in the philo-
sophic dogma.

As a selected doctrine, one philosophic view is chosen from many,
not as the truth, but as one accessible to students and throwing a
helpful integrative light on the diversities of subject matter. For ex-

ample, course planners who know well that Auguste Comte proposes
"Subjeca' method and filiation of enquiries as well as an "Ob-

jective" one, may choose,. in the interest of clarity and on the basis
of real or supposed student limitations, to develowonly the Objective
integration. Given this choice, the various subjects of study from
mathematics to sociology would be shown as related to one another

icy-gm-dig5T progressively more complex organizations, or orders of
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phenomena, in which successful understanding of higher orders is
contingent on knowledge of the low er, since (he phenomena them-
selves exhibit this dependence (r.(., characteristics of society are re-
stricted by the character of -its constituent 'king organisms, live
things by their chemistry, chemicals by their physical constituents):.

Selective use of a philosophic doctrine differs from the dogmatic
by its operation as well as by the spirit which determines its use.
Comte's rejection of the .metaphysical and theological in favor of
positivism would be emphasized as his starting point, and its conse-
quences not only traced but opened to question. Dependence ,of
complex orders of phenomena un simpler ones as a principle of inte-

gration (Comte's Objective method) would itself be shown as justi-
fied by Comte's appeal to knowledge of humanityits abilities and
needs, thus indicating that the Objective integration entails another
integration in which defensible en'quiries into simpler orders of phe-
nomena depend on investigation of the most complexman and his
logics (Comte's Subjective method).

Selective philosophic ibteghttions, then, like dogmatics, use but
one doctrine. They differ from the dogmatic by indicating the exis-
tence of limitations and alternatives.

Illuminative use of philosophy goes the obvious next step. Three
or more integrations are developed and applied, the light shed by
each set over against that shed by the others. Students begin to, see,
for example, the relations of subject.fields as disciplines, that is, as
the use of different but related methods and principles of enquiry;
their relations as serving different but related ends (for example,
Aristotle's division into sciences of knowing, doing and making
modernized as science, social studies and humanities); their rela-
tions as arising from differences and similarities of their subject mat-
ters. Ideally, students would be given practice in appropriate selec-
tion and_use_of_these different, integratite tools on different prbb-
lemsa coupling of knowledge, discipline and habit.

r''... .
By political integration, I mean selection, mutual adjustment and

application of knowledge draw n from arious fields toward the solu-
tion of pressing and extensie problems. A current case ,in point
would consist of the bringing to bear of psychological, economic,
political, ethical, sociological and technological knowledge on the

' sblution of problems of air pollution, energy conservation or hous-
ing. ,

It. ,
Such' practical integrations hate two strengths and two major

weaknesses. One strength consists of their treatment of the
e

knoid-
ietge of the various fields rather than,of their problems, methods,'
incip,les or subjects of enquiry. I rate this as a strength sincewe

are here discussing integration of programs w hich consist primarily
of expositions of bodies of knowledge. Their other strength consists
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of the patent "releNanee" of such an integration to young' members
of a problem-beset and action-oriented society.

One weakness arises from union of the ephemeral character of the
circumstances and details of practical problems with the constantly
changing content of subject fields, especially, the fields of the social
sciences Today's defensible solution may he highly inappropriate a
year from now. This weaknes-, would be much reduced if expositions
of prepared' eclectic solutions to practical problems were repldted
or supplcrnented by models of aria practice in the arts of eclectic
combination, and application of know ledgeagain an instance of the
liberal inadequacy of knowledge taken alone.

The other weaknesswhose counterpart we shall encounter once
againcohsists simply of the trained incompetence of most mem-
bers of most faculties to undertake the work of eclectic combination
a,nd application of know ledge. Their education has not only omitted
these arts, it has been training in specialism. pursuit of a restricted
body of problems, pertaining to a restricted subject matter in a high-
ly restricted set of terms. Each can point out a relevance of his field
to a practical' problem. Some can proceed to restate the problem as
if it were primarily a problem in his field. Few can engage in the dis-
course which formulates the problem so as to encompass most of the
facets collectively' seen, adjust ("compromise") held tenets of one
field to tenets of others, and combine the adjusted contributions to
constitute a coherent solution to the practically formulated problem.

Classified and Elemental Knowledge (Cells .3 qnd 9)
$'\

Where the entire variety of human lores defies integration, small-
er dusters, composed each of closely related fields, are more amen-
able to a degree of such treatment. One common and useful set con-
sists of the sciences (often dixided into the physical and biological),
the social sciences, humanities and language (including mathemat-
ics).

One then proceedsoften by polling and "Delphi" techniques
to obtain a list of the major principles of each field. In this context,
"principle" means not starting point, but terminusthe conclusions
held by most praetitioners in the field to be both important and well -
grounded. These then become the chapter heads of a descriptive and
explanatory rhetoric of asserted truth.

Often, some literary thread or "theme" is sought to lend the ap-
peariance of unity to the discourse. Established favorites in biology
are !Exchange of Matter and Energy" and "Unity and Diversity";
in the social sciences. "The Individual and Society," "Conflict and
Resolution," "Stability and Change."

A more sophisticated effort tries to identify the "underlying con-
"eepts" ofItach cluster, then to use these concepts as starting points
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from which the principal conclusions of theifield are shown to be de-
rived:Society, polity, minninnity, culture, civilization are global ex-
amples from the social sciences. Role, caste and class, personality,
aspiration, attention, authority, power, myth and ritual, and profit
are more modest instances from the same field.

The use of concepts in this fashion shares with selective and Mum-'
inating philosophic integrations a liberating strength conspicuously
missing from the programs so far noticed. It is not a pure rhetoric
of conclusions, of asserted truths. Conclusions are shown as "deriv-
ing from." There is some degree of some kind of intellectual move-
ment, hence, whether intended or not, an invitation to students to
follow and practice an art or discipline. Wherever there is concern
for evidence, or the examination of argument and counter-argurhent,
or a dialectic concerned with 'ambiguity and univocality, this liber-
ating factor is present and to be treasured, even though there is
little overt .concern for arts or disc-Tittles.

"Ideasqn Cell 5 refers to a means of organization'similar to that,
of "concepts" but far more wide ranging; so far, in fact, that it be-
longs; by right, on the boundary4tetween Cells 1 and 5, since it both
unifies and classifies knowledge. ideas for wads which stand for
ideas) are sought whose great power lies in their ambiguity, hence
in their capacity for specification to a very wide range of different

`problems and subjects. Affinity, for example has, or once had, mean-
ing in bo chemistry and human relations. Fate and freedom have
their applic Lion in physics as well as human destiny. Ideas of simi-
lar power in d subject-object, cause, chance, change, fact, or-
der, quantity, 1( itity, similarity and difference.

A liberal' progr m can be made, then, in which subjects and prob-
lems are both differentiated and connected with one another by fol-
lpwing the transmutations of ideas as they move from problem to
problem .or fietd to field. In such a program, especially if treated as a
disciplinary resource in which student and teacher together trace the
transformations agl returns of such ideas, connections are perceived
among apparent di7trsities, groupings and regroupings of the "rele-
vant" are discovered, wits are .sharpened, and the ground is laid for

creativity far-richer than the devising of mere novelty.
"Fact" programs go to the opposite pole. They treat facts as ex-

istential givens, independent of and antecedent to ideas or concepts.
(One of the more wooden views in educational psychology talks
about "concept formation"-in precisely this way: a vector movement
from sensory input to image to generalization or "concea") Conse-
quently, liberating knowledge is seen as the "basic': faCrs of each
department of knowledge, and the program consists of-requirements
distributed amon he beginning courses in each field., deedless to

,say, this retie s faculty members of a great deal of Viork and
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thought. -

Mark Hopkinsism

Someone,Asomewhere, once remarked, "Edu ion. is Mark Hop;
kins on one end of a log and a student at t e other." I .know that
Mark Hopkins was a President of Williams College. I do not know
who made the remark. I know w,,t the remark means currently:
The best liberal education consists ZT conveyance to the student by
faculty Pied Pipers of gems of wisdom of their ow n choosing, uncon-
strained by canons of importance or soundness, and unrestricted by

orks or the sthicture of subject fieldsexcept those chosen by the
Model.

It is surely true that some Mark Hopkinses,are truly men of wis,
dom and do; indeed, coney- a liberal education. Unfortunately, fac-
ulty members are often chosen not on this basis, but bY virtue of
"charisma" or because they like to play. the role. When a number
Ipe been so chosen and launched on the Mark Hopkins role, it is
exceedingly diffic_ylt to separate real from apparent w ise men and
return the latter to safer occupations. Real ,or apparent, however,
they ?aye administrators time and effort.

Personality

The role of,personality in constricting or enlarging the scope of
freedom is obious. Flaws of personality (both privations and cor:
ruptions) make potential competences inaccessible to their posies-
sors, impose barriers between person and person with- respect to
communication. or collaboration, and twist or inhibit the relations
between persons and the world. Mature personality makes possible
a fair estimate of one's competences, both their kind and degree,
at renders them' accessible. The more mature a person is, the less
he, needs rd- use others as deg ices for development of his selfhood
(manipulating, provoking, attacking), hence, he can irecognize oth-
era as selves, learn and teach with them; and collabor te. The world
becomes similarly accessible, neither too fearful to ex lore nor_some-

.thing to be trampled and twisted as demonstration of prowess.
1Neertheless, some of the ?sturdier defenders of Iberal education

haNe taken the position that neither therapy nor maturation of per-
s nality is among its duties. This position is grounded in one or both
o two assumptions. that the membership of collegiate institutions is
in ompeteht to perform such functions, that the materials, methods
a a milieu of intellectual education are uncongenial to concerns fpr
p rsonality.

In the first half of this century, the dominant theories of person-
al ty and its development were at once so florid and so narrow that
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both assumptions were justified. In these theories, the crucial deter-
minants of personality were infantile traumas and crises so deeply
imbedded that 'nothing short of demolishment and reconstruction
(dying to be born again) could effect a change. The process of
change was a full-time preoccupation of the beneficiary and re-
quired hours per week from the therapist.

In the succeeding twenty years, fresh and more varied light has
been thrown on the matter. The ego,revision of Freudian doctrine
made clear by exaggeration that persohs other and later-met than
the child's mother's husband could funCtion as accessible models' for
the developing personality. The interpersonal emphases of Harry
Stack Sullivan ancrhis students indicated the extent to which revi-
sion of personality (and its growth) could arise in the course-of per:
son-to-person relations which 'were of the world, with purposes and
outcomes of their.own, not merely.in the therapist-patient relation,

.The work of B. F.,Skihner'and his students disclosed the lability of
many aspects of bc-thavior. and indicated how far they ,,could be
changed (and directed) through approvals and-rewards ("approved"
and "reward" are not words favored by Skinner).

These later emphases translate readily and (potentially) effective-
ly into the milieu and methods w*h a well-planned program of lib--
eral education would use in any case. The "teacher," supposing him
to have a desirable personality, can. function ,,as a maturant model
alternative to that proffered by the student's home. He can (again
assuming him to have a degree of mature Orsonality) render per-
sonages of history and fiction similarly accessible as instructive
models.

Of -course, neither of--these conditions will arise automatically.
The teacher must,not only have a personality but make it accessible
by being visibly more than a teacher of the young. His scholarly
activity; its relations with family, friends, colleagues; his activities
as neighbor^and citizen need to be visible (in some-degree) to the
students. In the case of historic and fictional personages, the instruc-
tional problem is the reverse. The actions of such personages are al-
ready accessible in the media which display such personages. It is
the springs of the actions which need to be disclosed: Oedipus' arro-
gance, Emily's self-possession, Socrates' courage and dedication.

The daily work of a liberal education can, similarly, be made to
afford some of the person -to-person relations through which per-
sonality'is revised and matured. Preparation for in-class work can
be occasion 'for collabopatioris of twos and threes among students
who read, (abstract, reorganize and present. materials to the re-
Inainder of the group. In such situations, there is occasion for re-
sponsibility to o hers (the group for whom the material is intended),
for discovering m es of collaboration and putting them to work,.
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for discovering among peers a diversity of talents and their reward-
ing uses, as well as ak.iivel-sity of habits and attitudes.

In-class 'Work itselfan seat similar function's. By form of ques-
tion and example the teacher can convert the illiberal and c
hal?it of discussiondeclaration of "personal" opinion, def se it
at all costs, "w inning" the argumentinto a joint pursdit of the most
likely story, in% 01% ing the pooling of ek idenceS and arguments, the
consideration of ' arious points of %iew, the testing of language, ideas
and supposed facts against one another. In such a situation, attentive
and sympathetic hearing is evoked. Persons become resources in-
stead of opponents. Impulse is suspended. The fresh}is given a
charice to stand steadily beside the habitual. Pretense of knowing
and other defenses are laid dow n to permit the asking of peers for
clarification, explanation and information. Arid periods are sustained
ITcause of the fruits they will bear. The teacher can support the shy
and fearful as the course of discussion evokes their impulse to con-
tribute. He can similarly reward by -approval the controls evoked in
the over-assertive by the course of discussion.

It should be emphasized that such alterations and acquisitions are.
not merely of behavior in the here-now, limited to the formal dis-
cussion situation, but can be alterations and acquisitions of propen-
tiities to behave, genuine changes and maturation of personality.
They become propensities to the extent that they are rewarded.
(reinforced) by the course and outcome of- such discussions. The
warmth which ensues on effective collaboration is one such reward.
Another is c' idence through facial expression and response that one
has conveyed valued material to someone else with clarity and dis-
tinctness. There is a similar satisfaction in perceik ihg and conveying
an obscure connection among ideas and facts, in A sudden "insight,"
in the mastery of something challengingly complex, and the intensi-
ty of such rewards is enhanced when the activities take place in
cothpany.

Nevertheless, something remains of the original strictures against
a personality factor among the aims ofd liberaL education. Neither
adult nor near-adult is entirely labile. Some facets, of personality, as
Freud saw, are early formed and recalcitrant to change. A college
Pducation capable of shaping a "w hole" man, an entirely self -con-
sistent character (Cell -I), is, then, no more realistic than the hope of
a true synthesis of all knowledge. However, rectification of many re-
lational problems and Fulfillment of a number of common personality
privations (receiving help gracefully, affording help without price;
suspense of impulse,- v% Mink confession of ignorance or confusion,
unforced collaboration with peers, comfortable relations with au-
thority figures) are both possible and desirable and enhance rather
than burden the course of intellectually, liberating education.
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In the same coherence with its intellectual aims, a liberal pmgram
can.convey access to certain sources of pleasure and satisfaction and
act as midwife in the deli% ery of the satisfactions themselves: in dis-
covery of the economy and order of argument, theory and art; in the
use of and play with language. in the invention of alternatives with
respect to practical, problem:4 and deliberation concerning them
(Cell 12).

In the same fashion though in a quite different mood, a jibe
program can introduce the student to roles in his society and to obli-
gations society ma% impose, making them either desirable, palat-
able, or targets of reform, deAndinu on the role. It can do,so. by
creating miniatures of 'them in the learning community, then making
their social functions clear, exemplifying the satisfactions they in-
volve, or the rewards they earn (if they do), or suggesting directions
and means by which the student can help in their reform or eradica-
tion (again Cell 12i. v

Mark Hopkinsism w ill have its undesirable effects, creating ad-
mirers and (Thigones among the highly dependent (Cell 15).

Disciplines

That we mean by "discipline" a competence to do has been made
reasonably clear..The general character of disciplines is most readi-8 ly con eyed by an example Ifrom Cell 61 of disciplines based on
methods and principles. The year-long course, Humanities 2, first
first offered by the University of Chicago, in 1942, offers such an
example.

This course was grounded in the Aristotelian doctrine that every
art or science generates its fruits according to principles of its own.
It follows from such a dictum that full understanding of works gen-
erated by any art or science can arise only if questions are addressed
to each work which' derive from the principles which generated the
work. Accordingly, the informative reading of an historictil work is
a discipline in its own right; the reading of a drama or novel is an-
other; philosophical and rhetorical works each require their 'aripro-; priate discipline.; so also, works of science and the social studies.
Russell Thomas epitomizes some of these disciplines in The Idea
and Practice of General Education (ChicagoUniversity of Chi-
cago Press-195W. I paraphrase (and supplement).

The reading of history is directed to discOvering the historian's
aims, the data he eonSiders appropriate-to thege aims and,hhe kinds
of causes by which he explains the relationship of events. rie reader
must be concerned t000witi' the sources of the historian's_ evidence
and the philosophical assumptions, if any, which determine his view
of what is important about the past.
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The reading of rhetoric must raise questions about the character
assigned by the rhetorician to himself and his audience, the manner
in which he adapts his arguments ltheir selection, structure, and or-
dering, and the, relationship of his "sty le" to the effectiveness of the
argument.

Reading of drama and fiction is directed to eliciting the sources
of the particular pleasures vv hich are the ends of different species ?f
"poetic" works. Accordingly, the primary analysis of an imaginative
or poetic IA urk seeks to investigate its nature as a created thing, to
discover, that is, the unify ing principle which determines what it in-
cludes and excludes. This leads to questions about the kinds of ac-
tions represented, thence to discerning distinctions of end among
tragedies, comedies, and other species.of action. These questions
in turn involve questions of the interrelations of plot, character,
thought, and diction to one another, to the, unifying principle, and
to the aesthetic pleasure which is the aim of the work.

Sound reading of a philosophic work is grounded in discovery of
its principles, methods, Ind mode's of interpretation, as well as of
the problems it seeks to solve and the solutions it discerns, for prob-
lems are forinulated and solutions are sought in a0 philosophy in
accordance with the method, principle, and nzle of interpretation
which it uses. Moreover, since philosophic piMiples, methods, and
modes of solution are various, theft. identity and their relations to
one another and to problems and solutions in any -one philosophic

+6 Avurk.are discoverable (Ally if more than one such work is examined,
and the several compared with one another.

scientific IA urk poses the need to,determine w hat problem is
'attacked, 1% hat data would permit its solution, what data

in fac being sought, and w hat-principles are used to interpret the

These
data. ID nail sketchees of generic disci lines appropriate to
appreciay of written works suffice to convey a notion of "disci-
pline" i general. They also betray some of the strengths anchweak-

of, generic-(classified) disciplines, as si Let us examine
of these.

Classified Ihs'elphaes (Cell 6)

Ironically, one of the prevailing weakriesses of classified discipline
programs is indifference to their on principles, that is, failure to
consider alternative genera and their appropriateness for students in
our time and place. For example, the program above sketched con?
sists of disciplines in reading:the basis is a classification of works;
each work is classified according to /the principles of the art or sci-
ence v.hich produces it." There are alternatives to each of these. The
disciplines could have been disciplines of watching and hearing; of
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drama as staged or screened. of music, dance, and, spurts, of paint-
ing and sculpture. (In fact, the Chicago progiam contained music

-and the plastic krits. They tt ere located in another part of the Hu-
manities program.) They could hut( been disciplines of doing: disci-
plines of discussion toward consensus, or the practical disciplines of
generating, considering, and choosing among alternatite solutions
problems of existence. Git en that disciplines of reading were a mat-
ter of considered choice (tt hich they were in this case), the variety.
of reading disciplines could hate been generated by consideration
of the satisfactions to be derited from reading rather than from a
classification of w arks. to be informed, to be stimulated to 'thought,
to he entertained, to learn patterns and techniques of discouifse.
Given that disciplines of reading based on a classification of works
were matters of considered choice, the di% is ion of works could have
been basedon the manner of discourse. narratite, declaratite epo-
sition, argument, one or more kinds of dialectic, deliberation, de-
bate. -

Thruniterse of disciplines to be classified; and the principles of
classification to be used, should, of course, be Tatters of delibera-
tion by planning faculties. The deliberation, in turn, should.include
consideration of the initial state of the students to he taught, the
conditions of their society, their probable places in it, and the kind
of polity in which they will participate, as well as consideration of
the wealth of alternatit es proffered by the culture. Oddly enough,
educators at the collegiate letel are mat more often preoccupied
with the latt# than with the former.

A second prevailing weakness of discipline-centered program's,
and especially of those, using generic disciplinesoconsists in their se-
duction of faculties from adequate consideration of other possible
components of liberal programs (knowledge, especially). There is
both.a pre-audit and a post-audit seduction, so to speak. The pre-
audit seduction consists of the argument: "We hate little or no need
to convey a synopsis of our field to the student, for we areteiching
him to teach himself. Once roaster of the discipline of history (or
fiction or philosophy) the field is open to him. A discipline mastered
is knowledge virtual."

The argument is, in fact, sound. Unfortunately, there are factOrs
of which it fails to take account. To hate mastered the discipline of

ian art or science is not necessarily to hate developed a taste for its
use.-The rewards the field of art or science might afford are not 'nec-
essarily re\ ealed by the few instances of its content which- are used
as disciplinary bones to chew on. Chicago's Humanities 2 was a case
in point. At one timL, its,cont eyance and exercise of the disciplines
were so intensite that there was little time for introducing students
to the range and tariety- of peoples, places, plots, and circumstances
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which 1,opulate the English and American novel and drama. Only
by virtue of precious education or by accident did some students
come to know thie variety of satisfaction, to be found there. (This'W-as
also in-Part the fault of the disciplinary classification used. Its very
heavy emphasis on the imaginative work as a created thing Avas
tantamount to denigration of its reflection of human life and char-
acter. rordelia was not a girl 1% ho went to Franie to return to Eng-
land as a woman She was a coherent part of the structure of the
drama.)

The post-audit seduction consists of maturation of the pre-audit
germ The professor w ho has once renounced the purvey of knowl-
edge in the interest of engendering a discipline, and who sees suc-
cess in the patently developed competence of his students, obtains a
reward I.:, hich is rare in teaching. indubitable tl.idence of effective-
ness.

Two of the strengths of generic disciplines ha%e been suggested
in thee course of this discussion. First, mastery of such a discipline
rs to obtain access to a domain.Gken some suggestion of what lies
beyond the gates, the student does, i.ndeed, have, a world opened
to him' Second, mastery of a discipline is an increment to selfhood,
hence a contributiOn to personality as well as to intellectual growth.

There are pedoagogic and administrative advantages as well. Ge-
neric disciplines based on methods and principles match subject
fields in_ which members of faculties ha\ e their training. Some of
them, therefore, hate the disciplines of enquiry from which these
generic disciplines derive. The faculty members may need to he
persuaded to he generous of their competence, but they need no re-'
treading. The courses, too, hike identifiable filiations wIlliconven-
tional subject fields and can be so recorded on student records.
Transcripts, consequently, remain intelligible to admissions officers
elsewhere.

There are, as indicated. in the chart, other bases of classified disci-
plines. One of these, entered in the chart simply as "Arts or disci-
plines," has its foundation in clasSifications of language or of mental
abilities, rather than in fields of enquiry. The traditional liberal arts
--grammar, rh 1 ,toric_lo.gic, and the mathematical quadriviumare
a case in poink

One great weakness of liberal arts programs in the narrow sense
consists of slavish adhesivn to the list itselfas if grammar, rhetoric,
and logic name& ineluctable givens As a matter of fact, the very
names of the arts hal, e altered through the ages. The trivium is often
seen as grammar, rhetoric, and dialectic, rather tha ammar, rhe-
toric, and logic, fur example. Where the names are able, their.
Meanings liave changed from time to time. Rhetoric as ranged, all
the way from the art of moving men by their passions, through, the
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art of audience-appropriate selection of argument and style, to the
art of treating or organizing a disc'ourse. Finally, the liberal arts can
justifiably be moved entirely away from language, so as to become,
say, the arts,of relating thought to action or the arts of relating thing,
fact, and idea. iThe latter is ,-uggested in the Charrar-"ObServa-
tion, interpretation, and application." I chose this name because
these arts concern the fashion in w hich fields of enquiry are carved
from the world by imposing ideas w hich discriminate and identify
facts and give Ihernitheir meaning, hence discriminate subject mat-
ters themselves, and pose new classes of problems for enquiry.)

One great .-trength of liberal arts programs in the narrow sense
consists in the considerable' degree to w hich they afford their own
integration of knowledge, since they cut across subject matter lines
and indicate some of their connections in thought' or action.

That arts may be based on mental -abilities is so indicated in the
chart. One such classification, taken from Aristotle, discriminates
demonstration ( the "logic" of some trivium interpretations), art (how
to make), practical wisdom (how to deliberate about means to
wanted ends), intuitive reason (grasjilpf "first principles"; "induc-
tion"), and philosophical wisdom, an item we shall leave undefined.
In modern times, similar lists (which include, interestingly enough,
most of the Aristbtelian intellectual virtues) have been developed
by complex statiMical methods, notably by L. L:Thurstone and his
students.

A broader classification (indicated in the chart as "knowing-mak-' ing-doing") eifiphasizes the tyranny of "knowing" in the academic
and seeks rectification by rendering arts of doing and making coordi-
nate with knowing. .

Among the above, primary mental abilities and Observation-in-
terpretation-application have been listed as elemental. They deserve
this discrimination to the extent that they are treated as irreducjble
elements of mental activity. Aristotle so treated them, though his
list was not intended as other than "dialectical," i.e., one of several
possible ways of identifying the fundamentals. Modern versions lay
official claim to elementarity by virtue of statistical techniques -.
which 'discriminated the mental activities which bear minimal cor-
relation with one another. Observation-interpretation-application
deS6rve status as elements since they are prior to and determinative
of such referents as)tbject matters, bodies of knowledge, and what
'passes for fact.

Finally, the classified disciplines may retreat some distance from
the intellectual 'by emphasis on moral virtues, great and perennial,
issues of polity and society, or life roles. (The latter discriminates
the problems of citizenship, parenthood, management of a' coherent
personal life, and so on.) The retreat from the intellectual is by no
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means a renunciation of it, since intellectual disciplines of many
kinds will be involved in such emphases, but they will be focused
and used in relation to other matters, hence lose their dominant,
organizing position This has its a(hantages with some students in
some circumstances It demind-s- compel-aces of faculty they may
not possess. ..

The idiocy ncratic disciplines hardly need clarification since they
are in vtrension into the disciplinary field of a Mark Hopkinsism
enlarged to bixeme w hates er in the social W. odd around is we take
as model fur the shaping of our ow n modes of ,peratkon. the mental-
rMathabits of the ,locial class to w hich w aspire, the economic
class of w hich w e intend to become members. pace-setters among
denizens of society columns and television.

l'irffied Disciplines

Unlike attcmpts'at unification of knowledge and personality, uni-
fication of disciplines often succeeds, though the product may turn
out to be inappropriate to us in our time.

The most imposing of disciplinary unifications is that we have
.entered as dialectic (Cell 2. The word is ambiguousas are most
philosophic wordsits meaning ranging from the Marxian/and He-
gelian to that of Aristotle and of Plato We have reference to the
latter two, singly or in combination.

The Aristqtelian puts its emphasis on treatment of the various and
differing dews of the expert or well-informed in any or every field,
its aim being to find the common truth inherent in the variety or to
assemble appropriately their partial, incomplete contributions.

The Platonic dialectic invokes the weaving of a similarly more
likely story from expressed opinion Ibut not limited to the opinion of
the expert) as one eleinent, our perceptions of things as a second,
and the wisdom embodied in the ordinary meanings of language as
a third. It proceeds by juxtaposition of the apparently contradictory
among these and by resolution of their apparent contradictions. Its
operative word is "but." Thus one of the first arguments in the Re-
public begins by eliciting from one of the assembled company a defi-
nition of justice ("telling the truth and paying one's debts"). It pro-
ceeds by Socrates' asking, "But what if ---," the content of his tale
being a possiblecev,ent w hich involves payment of a debt but raises
in its hearers the conviction that the payment in question would not
be just. This "contradiction" 'is resolved by applying a 'distinction

°between what is just for friends and what is just for enemies. This
distinction, in turn, is "but-ed," and so the argument proceeds.

Instrument3lly, dialectical programs are distinguished by the vir-
tual absence jf subject matter distinctions 8r classifications of kinds
of works or disciplines. Instead, works are.read and discussed with
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respect to any matter w ich they raise. Thus, a reading of Oedipus
may be followed by co sideration 1,1--Ll.tof the dh iding line be-
tween pride and arrogance, of the character of tragedy or drama, of
the symbolism of physical blindness and insight, of the relations of
ruler and subject, of-the-possibility of extrasensory perception, or of
sex. The outcome of any of these discussions may be juxtaposed to
the outcome of others, and the outcomes may be set ON er against the
content of other works (w hether scientific, philosophic, or dramatic).
The ruling principles of the discussion are clarit, distinctness, good
quality of evidence and argument, and. inventiveness in the search
and discovery of connections which are not apparent or conventional
as; for example, in noting a cogency of a-matter of economics to one
of poetry. (The desired erasure of conventional subject matter lines
is most often achieved by reading works in their historical order or
in random order.)

One great strength of dialectical programs consists in their inter-
nalization of what they most patently do: unhesitatingly transit across'
genre and subject matter lines. Such an internalization consists of a
discipline of creativity, since, one masters an art and habit of seeking
widely forlind finding-L7cOnnections. Another strength consists of
the initiative accorded students with respect to the problems and
issues raised when this initiative; finlike that of conventionally stu-
dent-oriented programs, is coupled w ith demand for clarity, distinct.:
ness, cogency,. and high quality of argimient. These two contribu-
tions are Strengths because they liberate students from the tyran-
nies of subject matter divisions, of "experts, of someone to ask them
the cogent qUestion, and of unexamined beliefs.

The great- weakneSs or dialectical programs lies in the demands
it, makes on its faculty. It is a demand which not only exceeds the
preparation afforded by typical graduate training but flies in the
face of the habit of specialism engendered by that training. No in-
stitution can successfully adopt such a program unless its 'faculty

.members are willing to undertake extensive re-education and,only
it one or a few members of that faculty are equipped to guide the
re-education. The mere exchange among specialists of their spe-
cializes' bodies -of knowledge is no substitute.

The kcontl-entry-in Cell 2, "critic," is r,epresented in small
by the phrase, "straight and crooked thinking.;] In the heyday of
empirical positivisin<it was no only possible bin, fashionable to sup-
pOse that the indubitable tr the right conclusion whij followed .

from all the data, was the atta able goal of science, and anything
not scientific was beyond the pale. Consequently, the great and unl-it)
versal discipline was criticism, the detection of slips in.logic, inade-
quacies of evidence, the presence) of unverified or unverifiable as-
sertion. The student was educated if and only if he had-a sharp eye
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for the difference between the disguised definition and the "germ-
ire" empirical statement and was immune to "rhetorical claptrap,"
"Gullibility" was the to-eat sin.

.Progratns w hich made tills emphasis usually proceeded by first
forming courses kk hich dealt.kk ith the then-supposed significant facts
and...theories about nature, society, human beha% ior and culture
(science, social science, and hunianities, in another language).
These kaious courses were unified by the manner in w hich their
karious subjects were treated in the spirit of criticismno assertion
kk ithout emphasis on the imperfection or incompleteness of the data
which Supported ,it, and o'n the assumptions w hich undergirded it.
ConsequerrIly , all was tentltik e. The great k irtue was skepticism
indefinitely peolonged. --.,-4,,,, :,,,.,

tGullibillty is an intellectua4t ,6ut it is doubtful whether skepti-
cism indefinitely prolonged i ,lie corresponding virtue. Statistics
hake a lesson to teach us in regard to this. There is a statistical test

NNwhich tells us the prob bility with hich a difference (for example,
the difference in num er of recokeries between 100 patients given

4 treatment A and the same number gil,en treatment B) might.have
occurred by chance. The probability js expressed as a ratio: the re-
sult could hake occurred by chancy one time in ten, or one time in a
hundred, or one time in a thousand. Concerning such probabilities,
statistics speak of "errors of the first kind" and "errors Qf the sec-
ond kind."' Some research workers will accept a" result which could
have occurred by chance one time in, say, 50 as "significant," that

_ _ is, as ekidence of the "real superiority of treatmerlp A over treatment
B. By so acc.epting, they run the risk of accepting as:significant what
is only the consequence of a coin flip. This is &case of error Of the
first kind. Other researchers, the "rigorous" ones, accept as signifi-
cant a result which could have occurred by chance only one time in
a thousand. The-y,-too, may 'be errant. Their error may have been to

'discard as nonsignificant ekidencefs of many importgnt truths. They
are guilty of error of the second kind.

Neither error is desirable. The risk of one or the other is, however,
inevitable in a world of inkestigation in which utter certainty cannot
be obtained. The dilemma consists in where and when to risk which
error. There are reasons to suppose that we have ON erdone the de-
mand fbr minimal uncertainty, that we suffer more from what we
have refused to accept than from falsehoods welcomed. It may be
time for assent.

Habits

We sball,deal with habits by reference to only one entry of one cell
(Cell 3) arfiong "habits": the entry "social role or station."
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Most of the kinds of programs we have discussed, and especially
disciplinary programs;are, in an important way, presumptuous.
They ape the liberal programs devised for the free and prosperous
citizens of Periclean Athens. They assume, or act as if they assumed,

%t their clients were already free from want-Lwant of reasonable
certainty of adequate food, adequate housing, adequate care for
their children-to-,be, a place in the society of w hich they are nomi-

anal members For many students at the collegiate leNel in the United
States (even for the majority of students orf many campuses), this
freedom does not exist. They have little or no certainty about their
material future Their waking hours and many of ,their dreams are
filled with this uncertainty and w ith search for means to assuage it.
In that c(indition, the freedoms we have discussed appear to them
as mere points on their children's horizbns.

For these students, jhe liberating education is one which prepares
them to take a place in their society, helps them become acceptable
to those who dispense the means toward material certainties, and
provides them with competence to perform services required by our
society and demanded by,the dispensers of material security. The
vocationally-oriented program for vocAtionally-oriented students
performs a liberal function.

Let such programs beware only that, in the course of their work,
they do not dispense also the habits of unquestioning conformity
and obeisance.

SOME INSTANCES
1 History. history of Wester/.17k ilization, University of Chicago, 1940's.

Philosophy. Some Jesuit Colleges, 1930-50. Marxist programs. .

2. Dialectic. Language, mathematics, great works as materials for exercise
of dialectic. But see (6).

Critic. Some courses, CCNY, NY1.1,, 1930-50. Criticism, skepticism, as ra-
tionalism.

es .:3 Social role or 'station. Socially mobile ocational IffIrrta.t. . tgs many
"State College" campuses currently. Fashionable % omen s colleges
1912-25. Career Ed, Ertnic Programs.

4. Whole man. Antioch, 1950 (But sec (15)).
3 Principles. General courses in broad fields. Chicago, 1924-36; Colurit-

Ina College; "Great Books" as sources of truths or best formulations.
Ideas. "Great Ideas" (Adler `Syntopicon').

fi
,

Methods. Chicago, 1941. Emphasis on 'problems-methods-principles of
enquiry in broad fiadslscience, humanities', social sciences, symbol
systems).

Lihpral Arts. Trivium-Quadfivium at St. John's (Vluctuation and over-,
lap re (2)).

7. Great Issues. Dartmouth. 94
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Manners. Military academies and schools, 1920-40."
Standardized interpersonal relations. Some business schools.
Customs; mores. Some "religious" collegc%.' 4

8 Privations. Sarah Lawrence's emphasis on student "needs." (But see
(150. Encounter group:4. ,

9 Facts. Arrays of elementary courses. Distribution requirements.
11 Rudimentary moral virtues. Nineteenth century schools for the under -

privi leged. . .

12 Pleasure And satisfaction. Consciousness-raising.
13 All. Great Teacher orientations.
15 All. Radical programs of 1960's. Student-interest emphasis at Sarah

Lawrence. Free electives' Communes and encounter groups, Antioch
social commitment.
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